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Vicky Losada has been one of Barcelona 
Women’s most impactful midfield weapons 

during the numerous seasons that she was at 
the club but this summer she will be leaving to 
search for a new challenge that would be most 
probably in the FAWSL, a league that she knows 
very well given the season that she had with 
Arsenal. 

In this scout report, we will explore the main 
traits of this player in order to assess the value 
that she can add to her new team while looking 
mostly at her playmaking skills and defensive 
performances as well. This will be carried out 
while looking at some of the most informing 
extracts of her performances and analysing her 
statistics. 

ROLES AND POSITIONS
Losada fit very well in Barcelona’s tactics since 

she was developed as a player at La Masia. 
And although she played for Arsenal, Espanyol 
and Western New York, when she came back to 
Barcelona, she proved that she is still an efficient 
player with great technique and a meticulous 
understanding of the game. Lluís Cortés has 
been using Losada as a weapon off the bench 
to give more freshness and compactness to the 
midfield, and we saw this happen a lot of times 
especially in the UWCL. 

As you can see in this heat map, Losada covers 
the whole midfield as well as parts of attack and 
defence and this tells a lot about her dynamism 
and constant movement without the ball. In fact, 
Losada is one of the intelligent players who know 
exactly when, how, and why to run towards a 
specific spot which enables her to economise 
her energy and at the same time have an impact 
as well.

She plays mainly as a central midfielder at 
Barcelona and she can also play as a defensive 
midfielder perfectly, as she is quite good in 
terms of her positioning and ability off the ball. 
Therefore, at Barcelona she is also used as a 
defensive midfielder alongside Alexia Putellas 
and Aitana Bonmatí who are two of Spain’s best 
midfielders as well, which meant that she was 
sometimes overshadowed by that pair.

Losada plays without any issues in Barcelona’s 
4-3-3 formation but she also used to do very well 
in Arsenal’s 4-2-3-1 as a pivot. This shows her 
ability to play in either setup quite well, and these 
specific questions of roles and positions can be 
fundamental for the clubs interested in acquiring 
Losada because it is going to give them a clear 
idea of how flexible she is.

PLAYMAKING
When it comes to Losada’s playing style, it is 

important to note that she is at the same 
time a creative midfielder who has excellent 
vision and accurate crossing while also being a 
solid defensive midfielder who is always aware 
of her positioning as she helps the defence a lot 
when out of possession. To explore these traits, 
we will begin by analysing her passing quality 
and the ideas behind her decisions. 

Losada had eleven assists and scored four goals 
this past season despite not playing regularly and 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-1.jpg
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being used as joker in the second-half to give 
more balance to the midfield. These numbers 
inform us about the efficiency of this player 
despite not playing a lot during the last period. 
In the following example, Losada’s crossing 
abilities are clear since she was able to avoid 
the disturbance of her marker and cross the ball 
accurately towards a midfielder who was coming 
from behind towards the far post. And being 
able to notice this off the ball movement and 
execute the cross with precision is something 
fundamental at this high level as it proves the 
efficiency of the player. 

Just like this Losada effort resulted in a Barcelona 
goal, the following picture shows a similar one 
from the same wing but this time Losada had to 
pick the adequate crossing time and the needed 
precision to suit the player’s running movement 
to not allow the defender to intercept the ball. 
Losada has been so effective in this regard by 
crossing from the wings in a calculated way. 
Moreover, she is the team’s set-piece specialist. 
Her ability from set-pieces led to goals for 
Barcelona quite a few times.
 

At the same time, Losada exploits her 
impressive crossing technique when the team is 
in possession to create space for her teammates 

whether in the build-up phase or in the final third. 
You can see here how with just one long-pass 
from midfield to the right-wing she was able to 
break the opponent’s defensive line by supplying 
her teammate who was running behind the 
defensive line. 

These sort of passes show how she is much 
more than just a defensive midfielder, reminding 
one of the likes of Xavi, Xabi Alonso and Andrea 
Pirlo. In the next example it is clear how Losada’s 
cross towards her teammate puts the latter in a 
perfect shooting position while taking her marker 
out of the game with that pass. 

Apart from controlling the midfield alongside 
Putellas and Bonmatí as well as providing this 
sort of creativity, Losada also knows how to 
position herself in dangerous spots to receive 
the ball whenever possible. She exploits the fact 
that she has the freedom to advance at certain 
times of the game and whenever she finds some 
space, she asks for the ball and creates danger. 
Although she doesn’t score too often, she still 
exploits every scoring opportunity especially if 
she receives a pass that allows her to be in a 
one on one situation with goalkeepers, just like 
she did here. 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-2.jpg
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-3.jpg
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-4.jpg
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-5.jpg
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Not only this, the Spanish midfielder is also 
efficient in aerial duels and can score goals with 
headers. She did this several times and more 
importantly, this helps her a lot in the defensive 
phase even though she is not a tall player. This 
season she won 53% of aerial duels and for a 
player with her height, this is a good number.

DEFENSIVE 
CONTRIBUTION

When it comes to her defensive contribution 
and performances, Losada proved that 

she is an intelligent defensive player who knows 
how and when to intervene to stop attacks, 
intercept the ball with sliding tackles, or cover 
for defenders. This season she won an average 
of 52% challenges, made 72 interceptions, 89 
tackles and 54 recoveries in the opponent’s half 
despite not playing a full season. These numbers 
highlight her defensive performances and 
show how important she can be as a defensive 
midfielder. Above all, Losada has been crucial in 
stopping counter-attacks by intercepting the ball 
like in the example shown next.

This happened more than once and Losada was 
usually attentive in such situations to not concede 
dangerous counter-attacks especially when 
Barcelona were undermanned at the back. At the 
same time, she also contributes in the pressing 
plans of her team by attacking the opponents in 
the build-up phase to not allow  easy circulation 
of the ball and try to intercept passes. 

 

Such pressing efforts not only help in disturbing 
the opponent’s build up but they also prevent 
them from advancing since Losada often presses 
these players in their own half. With the help of 
other Barcelona players, this pressing system is 
usually effective in stopping the opponent from 
advancing.

In addition, Losada has other defensive duties 
to execute especially when opponents reach the 
final third. She always attacks the opponents 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-6.jpg
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-7.jpg
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-8.jpg
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-9.jpg
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Selim-Ben-Hmida-10.jpg
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whenever they receive passes near the penalty 
box and tries to intercept the ball before they 
reach the defensive line. In other words, she 
forms a line of defence alongside Putellas and 
Bonmatí to intercept the ball before it reaches 
more dangerous areas. Here, her involvement in 
this action was fundamental to stop the attacker 
before reaching the box or attempting to shoot, 
even though she committed a foul. 

CONCLUSION
Losada can be a key player at any big European 

team despite being 30 years old. She still can 
perform at the highest level and be crucial for 
her new team given her quality and ability, both 
on and off the ball. She has a lot of experience 
at the top level, having played in the Primera 
Division, the UWCL and the FAWSL, and this, 
added to her quality, means that her next team 
will acquire an excellent player who will make an 
immediate impact on the side.
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José Mourinho’s sacking at Tottenham 
Hotspur may not have come as a surprise 

to many people. Perhaps the timing of the 
sacking was odd considering Spurs were set to 
play the Carabao Cup final a week later against 
Pep Guardiola’s Manchester City, however, the 
circumstances were certainly not unconventional 
with Tottenham sitting in seventh.

What most definitely was a surprise though was 
his appointment at AS Roma merely two weeks 
later, a return to the country where he managed 
to win a historic treble with Internazionale in 
2010.

Mourinho may have lost his title as ‘the Special 
One’ in England due to his recent failures, 
particularly in Manchester and in London, but 
the Italian press still holds him in huge regard 
for what he achieved over a decade ago. A 
leading column on La Gazzetta dello Sport the 
day the Portuguese manager was appointed 
read, “a Special coup that will relaunch the club, 
the city, and Italian football”. Corriere dello Sport 
described the new manager as the ‘King of 
Rome’.

His arrival is much anticipated and the Giallorossi 
have already begun talks with multiple clubs to try 
and sign the players that Mourinho needs to be a 
success, including Rui Patricio from Wolves and 
Arsenal’s Granit Xhaka. All eyes will definitely be 
on Roma this season to see how they fare under 
their new esteemed manager. 

This article will be a tactical analysis in the form 
of a scout report of how AS Roma will look under 
Mourinho. It will be an analysis of their potential 
tactics and how ‘the Special One’ will look to 
plug their weaknesses and utilise the team’s 
strengths.

PROBABLE FORMATION 
AND STARTING LINEUP

As much as his reactive approach has never 
changed throughout his managerial career 

at the highest level, Mourinho’s formation choice 
has also rarely changed. The 58-year-old has 
mainly used the 4-3-1-2, 4-3-3, and 4-2-3-1 at 
every club he has been with.

At Porto, the 2004 UEFA Champions League 
winners used a 4-3-1-2. In his first stint at 
Stamford Bridge, Chelsea used a 4-3-3, whilst 
at Internazionale the Nerazzurri used more of 
a 4-3-1-2 in his first season but in the treble 
campaign, they had switched to a slightly lob-
sided 4-2-3-1. At Real Madrid, Chelsea for a 
second time, Manchester United and Tottenham 
Hotspur, 4-2-3-1 was the main choice of 
formation.

Going off this evidence, an educated guess would 
be that Mourinho will also use a 4-2-3-1 in the 
Italian capital. However, looking at the current crop 
of players, disregarding any transfer rumours, a 
4-3-3 makes slightly more sense. Here are two 
alternative lineups in both the 4-2-3-1 and 4-3-3 
formations.
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In the 2020/21 season, Paulo Fonseca only 
deployed a back four formation in 16 percent of 
Roma’s games in all competitions. A back three 
variation was used 84 percent of the time so a 
switch to a back four may need heavy coaching 
by Mourinho and his staff members.

The 3-4-2-1 was the Giallorossi’s most used 
formation, being deployed in 64 percent of the 
team’s matches but given Mourinho’s track 
record, the use of a back three is unlikely to be 
carried on by the new manager.

Looking at the personnel in the images, there 
are some solid players in the squad to form the 
base of Mourinho’s team, including Edin Dzeko 
who may be willing to give one more year to the 
Italian giants after he fell out with Fonseca last 
season.

Bryan Cristante is another Mourinho-esque 
player. A very hard-working, intelligent, and 
tactically versatile midfielder, similar to Nemanja 
Matic. Henrikh Mkhitaryan and Lorenzo Pellegrini 
on the flanks are also capable of playing in central 
areas and so the Portuguese manager has quite 
a lot of flexibility with the pair in case a formation 
switch is needed such as a switch from a 4-2-3-1 
to more of a 4-4-2 diamond.

Mourinho also has experience working with 
Chris Smalling at the back, having coached him 
from 2016-2018, but if reports are to be believed, 
the new Roma boss believes the backline is the 
weakest part of his squad and so it is likely that 
new defenders will be brought into the club.

WORRYING 
SIGNS ALREADY

A lot of work is needed for this squad to be 
back challenging for one of Serie A’s top four 

places. Interestingly enough, Roma are in an 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-1.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-2.png
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almost identical position to Tottenham Hotspur in 
terms of their league position from last season.

Both Roma and Spurs totalled 62 points in their 
respective league across the season, each 
finishing seventh too and qualifying for the 
inaugural 2021/22 UEFA Conference League. 
As the two clubs finished on the same number of 
total, their points per game was 1.63 per game.

Interestingly for Tottenham, their points per 
game were lower than 1.63 prior to Mourinho’s 
sacking. Interim boss Ryan Mason upped their 
numbers and so Spurs would have potentially 
been the lowest team out of the top seven teams 
from both the Premier League and Serie A in this 
data visualization as opposed to the joint-lowest.

The question would be, considering Mourinho 
was in charge for the majority of Spurs’ 
horrendous season in 2020/21, is he the right 
man to revitalise Roma who are in an identical 
situation.

Also, the Portuguese boss has only managed to 
finish in the top four once since 2015, a second-
place finish with Manchester United in 2017/18.

The second-most worrying aspect about 
Mourinho’s appointment at the Italian giants is 
his track record of playing rather reactive football. 
Reactive football typically produces a significant 
lack of goals compared to a more progressive 
system, although this is not always the case 
such as Mourinho’s Real Madrid outscoring Pep 
Guardiola’s Barcelona en route to their 2011/12 
La Liga title.

Going off the evidence presented in the charts 
last season, Roma’s attacking output may see 
a significant drop off from last season. Whilst 
Fonseca’s football may have been defensively 
naïve at times, Roma were still one of the highest-
scoring teams across all top five leagues with 68.

No Mourinho side has managed to score more 
than 68 goals since his 2014/15 Premier League 
winning Chelsea team. In fact, Mourinho’s 
Tottenham were one of the lowest-scoring teams 
to finish inside the top seven of both the Premier 
League and Serie A, with only David Moyes’ 
West Ham United below them.

Roma’s attack was one of the only reasons 
that the club finished in the top seven of the 
league with their defensive set-up letting them 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-3.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-4.png
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down massively. Under Mourinho, the goals will 
likely be massively reduced from their 2020/21 
numbers which could potentially be detrimental 
unless he manages to also reduce the number of 
goals they concede to balance things out.

That being said, Tottenham had the second-
worst defensive record out of the 14 teams listed 
above despite having much more quality in that 
department than Roma, so this is another worry 
for the fans of the Giallorossi.

ATTACKING TACTICS
José Mourinho’s sides have never been 

known for their fluid, possession-based style 
of football. The Portuguese manager does tend 
to frustrate teams by sitting in a low block and 
looking to transition quickly with fast players.

When hitting the opposition on the break, 
Mourinho puts heavy emphasis on verticality. 
This essentially means that the passes must 
always be forward as opposed to being backward 
or laterally.

Backwards and sideways passes can be useful 
to maintain possession or potentially setting the 
ball so that the receiver can then play long, but 
they tend to slow down a counterattack, and 
since Mourinho is an advocate for the 13-second 
attacking transition, his sides opt to mainly play 
vertically.

In this image, we can see an example of Mourinho’s 
Spurs using verticality in a counterattack in a deep 

area of the pitch. Tottenham had just regained 
possession and multiple Arsenal players swarmed 
Serge Aurier to counterpress to win the ball back 
early and high.

The Ivorian fullback had the option to play it 
backwards to the goalkeeper, or the two players 
highlighted in the image, which would have 
slowed the attack down. However, he played 
a vertical pass through Arsenal’s counterpress 
and into the feet of Giovanni Lo Celso, who 
later played another vertical pass into the feet of 
Heung-Min Son before the Korean international 
found Harry Kane on the overlap to finish the 
move off and score.

The attack took three passes and approximately 
13 seconds to complete and was one of Spurs’ 
best counter attacking goals of the Mourinho era.

These rapid and vertical counterattacks are an 
attacking variation that viewers will see a lot of 
with AS Roma under their new manager. The 
issue is that the Italian side does lack quite a bit 
of pace in their forward line. Whilst they possess 
quality with the likes of Dzeko, Mkhitaryan, 
Pedro, and Pellegrini across the forward line, it 
is not exactly blessed for pace.

Trying to hit the opposition on the break from 
deeper areas as can be seen in the previous two 
images, can be extremely difficult. Mourinho had 
this issue at Manchester United in his first season 
with Zlatan Ibrahimovic up top, usually with Juan 
Mata and Marcus Rashford flanking him.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-5.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-6.png
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It is expected that the Portuguese manager will 
be able to dip into the transfer market to try and 
sign players who are capable of playing more on 
the counter.

DIRECTNESS IN 
POSSESSION

Another key aspect of José Mourinho’s teams 
is their directness in possession. With the 

massive Bosnian up front, this could be a suitable 
attacking route for Roma under the 58-year-old.

Mourinho’s teams have never been known for 
their use of the build-up phase, often bypassing 
it and going long from the goalkeeper. Whilst 
this remained true, at Tottenham, we saw a 
somewhat varied approach at times.

Spurs would play short in the build-up phase 
from the goalkeeper and circulate the ball around 
the backline before going direct. They did this 
by setting themselves up in a 4-2 shape. This 
meant that Spurs built up in a back four, keeping 
the fullbacks low, and then had a double-pivot 
behind the opposition’s first line of pressure.

Here is an example of Spurs setting up in this 
offensive structure. This is particularly useful 
against teams who like to press high. Mourinho 
instructs the fullbacks and double-pivot to drop 
low which means that the opposition will be 
forced to press higher up the pitch, stretching the 
gap between the opponent’s backline, midfield, 
and forward line.

Then, one of Spurs’ defenders would play long, 
typically to Harry Kane who would drop short, 
dragging a defender out. As the opposition was 
stretched vertically in their press, there were less 
of their players close by to win any second balls.

As can be seen from this image which preceded 
the previous one, Son, who was occupying the 
centre-forward role at the time, dropped deep to 
receive a direct ball over Chelsea’s press and 
was able to turn and run at the backline.

Under Fonseca, when Roma deployed a 4-2-3-
1, they used a very similar build-up structure and 
so the players will already have an idea of what 
Mourinho will want them to do.

This could potentially be a useful way for Roma 
to get high up the pitch using the quality of their 
personnel to do so such as Dzeko.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-7.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-8.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-9.png
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Also, Mourinho is an advocate for having a tall and 
physically strong centre-forward up top, capable 
of dropping deep and dragging defenders out of 
position for wingers to then exploit. This quite a 
common long ball variation and is certainly one 
that the Portuguese manager has emphasised 
over the years.

Having a centre-forward who is good in the air 
with a ball-near quick winger, it can be a deadly 
combination for breaking through the opposition’s 
backline.

In the game in the previous image, Manchester 
United used this long ball variation twice against 
Jurgen Klopp’s Liverpool to great success, 

scoring two goals within ten minutes of each 
other from an almost identical situation.

Pedro is a player who excels at making diagonal 
runs between the fullback and centre-back and 
so Dzeko and he could be a potentially deadly 
combination.

DEFENDING IN A 
MID-TO-LOW BLOCK

Spurs were not a side who pressed too 
intensely or too high under José Mourinho. 

Across both campaigns with the Portuguese 
manager, the London club tallied an average 
Passes allowed per Defensive Action (PPDA) 
per 90 of 13.48, one of the lowest in the Premier 
League.

In the 2020/21 season, Spurs’ PPDA was higher 
than the 2019/20 campaign with 14.36, meaning 
that Tottenham pressed even less in Mourinho’s 
second season.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-10.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-11.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-12.png
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Typically, Spurs would allow the opposition to 
have easy access out of the build-up phase and 
instead would look to drop off and consolidate in 
a mid-block to prevent the team in possession 
from playing through them. Mourinho always 
instructed his side, in theory, to be compact 
between the lines and to maintain proximate 
connections to one another so that no player will 
ever be isolated in a 1v1 situation, particularly in 
the centre of the pitch.

When in a mid-block, Spurs’ shape would look 
like a 4-2-3-1 and this would not change until the 
opposition managed to progress the ball into a 
more dangerous area of the pitch and Mourinho’s 
side were forced to defend in a low block.

The centre-forward was tasked with pressing the 
two centre-backs when the team in possession 
were in the progression phase. However, the 
number 9, mainly Kane, would close off access 
to one centre-back by angling his press.

Then, Mourinho instructed his players to deal 
with the opposition’s forward passing options in 
a mix of a man-oriented and zonal fashion.

Roma will likely use a defensive block as such 
until they are forced to drop into a more compact 
4-4-2 where they then will play zonal, another 
archetype of a José Mourinho team.

With defensively solid, energetic, and tactically 
intelligent midfielders such as Cristante and 
Veretout, this could be a good approach for 
Roma to take under Mourinho, providing they 
are using more of a 4-2-3-1.

That being said, Mourinho is known for altering 
his side’s tactical setup depending on the 
opposition. In this match against Leeds, Spurs’ 
mid-block was quite wide to deal with the 
constant switches of play from Marcelo Bielsa’s 
men. The 4-2-3-1 approach also suited them 
against Leeds because the formation matches 
up perfectly with a 4-1-4-1.

However, against a double-pivot, their approach 
tends to change again. Most teams, who use 
a double-pivot when they have established 
possession, build-up in a 3-2 structure with the 
double-pivot behind the opposition’s first line of 
pressure, such as Thomas Tuchel’s Chelsea or 
Janne Anderson’s Sweden.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-13.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-14.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Adam-Scully-15.png
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Here is how Mourinho’s mid-block looked against 
Chelsea in a Premier League bout back in 
February. The shape was still a 4-2-3-1 but it was 
more lob-sided and the front four played man-
to-man whilst the double-pivot were tasked with 
picking up players who would drop in between 
the lines.

Bergwijn, playing as a right-winger, was instructed 
to come inside and mark Mateo Kovacic with 
Tanguy Ndombele on Jorginho. Heung-Min Son 
and Carlos Vinicius would collectively press the 
back three.

This is just an example of how Mourinho changes 
his side’s defensive approach from game to 
game and tailors it to the opposition’s strength, 
contrasting their set up against Leeds to their set 
up against Chelsea.

Whilst this is a reactive approach and may not 
be healthy in modern football, some structure is 
desperately needed at Roma and one thing that 
is guaranteed with Mourinho is that defensive 
structure will be brought to the club.

Here is an example from one of the final games 
under Fonseca this season against Atalanta. 
Roma are applying a mix of a man-oriented and 
zonal high press but are doing so without any 
intensity, urgency, or quality and Atalanta find it 
ridiculously easy to play out from it, taking out 
multiple Roma players in the meantime and 
exposing the backline.

As already stated earlier in the article, perhaps if 
Mourinho can get some defensive discipline into 
the team and much-needed structure, Roma will 
leak less goals and the lack of scoring chances 
may balance itself out.

CONCLUSION
This is one of the most exciting appointments in 

Serie A, arguably since the return of Antonio 
Conte in 2019 when he took over Inter from 
Luciano Spalletti. Like the Colosseum, Roma are 
a fallen giant. However, Mourinho’s credibility and 
ability in the modern game are also in free-fall 
and so perhaps the unlikeliest of appointments 
could work out to be a masterstroke.

This will be the first time that instant success 
is not a necessity since the Portuguese boss’ 
days at Uniao de Leiria back in 2002. The top 
four seems like an overwhelming success at 
the moment but if anybody is going to do it, it’s 
Mourinho.

As Corriere dello Sport wrote as their headline: 
‘Un Re a Roma’ (A King of Roma). Let’s hope 
that Mourinho not only joins as a king, but he 
leaves as a king.
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Ajax and talent have also been a match made 
in heaven as the Amsterdam based club are 

famously known for consistently producing top 
talents on a regular basis and grooming a lot of 
their youngsters to perform at the highest level. 
In recent years, the likes of Donny Van de Beek, 
Frenkie De Jong and Mathias de Ligt have moved 
to big clubs like Manchester United, Barcelona 
and Juventus respectively after impressing for 
Ajax both domestically and in the Champions 
League.

The next to follow them could very well be Dutch 
U-21 international Noa Lang. Lang. He started 
at senior level with a bang after scoring an 
impressive hat-trick on debut, but since then he 
found it difficult to get regular playing time due 
to the presence of several senior players in the 
Ajax squad who play in his position. A loan move 
to the Belgian club Club Brugge was sealed last 
October and Lang took this opportunity with both 
hands to develop into one of the most promising 
players in Europe. His return of 19 goals and 
14 assists from 40 appearances for the Belgian 
club was amongst the best in the country and in 
Europe. 

In this scout report we will be looking at the 
strengths and weaknesses of Lang and how well 
he has developed in his current stint. Let’s begin 
the analysis.

PLAYER OVERVIEW
Phillipe Clement’s tactics mainly involved 

the use of a 4-2-3-1 / 4-3-3 system where 
Lang would be deployed in the left wing. Having 
played on the left predominantly in the season, 
it’s pretty evident from the heat map that most of 
the passes that he receives are on the left side 
of the pitch. We can see a couple of bright yellow 
spots, one on the very wide left region and other 
just outside the half-space. This means that 
he likes to position himself very wide in most 

instances to drag the full-back to him and open 
gaps in the defence. We also see green spots on 
the right flank indicating that he has also been 
deployed quite a few times there.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Looking at his statistics in the previous image, 
we can see that he was very good in most of 

the attacking metrics as well as passing metrics. 
He averaged 0.64 goals per game from an xG of 
0.48, both of which are above the 95th percentile 
in the league. He also created a good amount 
of chances for his teammates as his xA per 90 
value of 0.3 is better than 96% of the players in 
the league while also providing 1.75 shot assists 
per game. He is also a high volume dribbler 
as he averages 7.2 dribbles per game with an 
accuracy of 49.72%.

From his passing metrics we can also say that 
he is very good at creating chances for his 
teammates and also getting himself involved in 
deeper plays to help his team progress the ball. 
He averages 5.17 passes into the final third per 
game as he is among the go-to men for his team 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Noa_Lang_1.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Noa_Lang_2.png
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to move the ball from the middle to the final third. 
He is also actively involved around the box as he 
plays 5.13 passes into it and is better than 95% 
of the players in the league. He has registered 
14 assists this season and has deservingly 
earned most of those assists due to his ability 
to deliver good final balls where he averages. 
He has recorded 0.84 key passes, 2.86 through 
passes and 2.7 smart passes per game, all of 
them above 85th percentile among the players in 
the league for the 2020-21 season. This shows 
that he deservedly earned those 14 assists that 
he has recorded this season by actively pinging 
final balls for his teammates. His goal output is 
among the best in Europe and is probably the 
best among players in his age group.

Mostly wingers these days are expected to make 
runs in behind the defence by making very good 
movements to find spaces. With midfielders and 
even centre-backs expected to be very good on 
the ball, the role of a winger has changed from 
being a wide creator to a primary goal-scorer 
for their team. All the top clubs like Liverpool, 
Manchester City, etc have such players who 
excel in scoring as well as creating chances. We 
looked at the regions where he received the ball 
from his teammates, now let’s delve deeper into 
the different types of passes he has received. 

This heat map shows the locations where he 
has received progressive passes from his 
teammates. We can see a bright yellow spot 
inside the penalty area on the right half-space. 
Apart from that we see some green spots in the 
deeper regions in the left flank while higher up 
pitch, it’s pretty same on both the flanks. This 

shows that when he has been deployed in the 
right wing he is more inclined towards making 
movements from the wing and finding spaces 
in the defence. Also as a natural left wing right-
footed player who likes to cut inside from the 
flank, he is not given the same luxury to do that 
so he mostly makes off-the ball movements to 
disrupt the defence. 

Next, we have grouped all the progressive passes 
received by Lang into clusters, based on their 
frequency as well as how threatening they were. 
We see that the top row consists of two clusters 
(orange and pink) where he has received most of 
his passes in the right half-spaces either from a 
cross higher up the pitch or from deeper regions. 
The bottom clusters also have similar types of 
passes but they occur in the opposite flank with 
switches from the opposite flank commonly seen 
(white cluster) or floated ball from the full-back 
(yellow cluster). A thing to be noted here is that 
a lot of passes have directly come from centre-
backs or goal-keepers which means that he has 
often offered a direct option for Club Brugge.

Looking at the key passes that he has received, 
most of them have come from the right-flank 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Noa_Lang_3.png
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where he receives these balls as cut-backs from 
his teammates at the centre of the penalty area. 
Whereas from the left flank there are very few 
passes that are played to the centre, this means 
that the passes that he receives from the left 
flank are mostly very wide and his first instinct 
after receiving such passes is to take a shot by 
cutting inside and beating them 1v1. The image 
below shows the places where he has received 
a pass before going on to take a shot. A lot of 
them come in the left-flank and we can see a 
very good number of them even in the deeper 
regions on that flank. Also another insight we can 
see here is that even though he receives most of 
progressive passes in the right flank, he doesn’t 
take a shot after receiving those passes which 
is understandable given that he would usually 
need to take these with his weaker left foot. 

He scored 19 goals from around forty 
appearances last season. We have already seen 
that he ranks very high in terms of goal outputs 
among the forwards in the Belgian league this 
season. Looking into the regions where he has 
taken his shots we can see that most of them 
occurred from the left. His goals though were 
from central regions (yellow cluster) where the 
shots are of high xG. Most of his shots from the 
left regions are sub-optimal shots (lower xG).

We can say that he is an efficient finisher inside 
the box as he has 19 goals from an xG of 15.5 
this season. He is not very bad at cutting inside 
and scoring a goal though it could be an area 
where he can improve both his finishing in these 
situations as well as his decision making to 
whether to go for a shot or play a simple pass.

 

Now looking into the passes that Lang has 
attempted in the above image (end location of 
his passes) we can see that the end location 
of most of those passes is towards the central 
regions especially around the left half-space. 
His most frequent combinations happen with his 
full-back and the central midfielder on that side. 
We mentioned how efficient he is at creating 
chances for his teammates. This can be seen as 
there is an active involvement across the penalty 
area. Though most of his passes occur and end 
at the left flank, lion share of his key passes have 
come from the right-half space with a lot of them 
having been cut-backs to his teammates and 
through passes from outside the box. This can 
be seen in the image below where the majority of 
them are from that region while we can also see 
some around zone-14 too. His key passes from 
the left side have mostly been simple outward 
passes to his teammate with very few cut-backs 
from his weaker foot.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Noa_Lang_6.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Noa_Lang_7.png
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To conclude the data analysis, we can see that 
Lang is pretty much a versatile forward and also 
among the most direct and efficient one. We 
can say that his style of play and the way he 
approaches the game might literally depend on 
where he has been deployed. If he plays on the 
left-flank, like every inverted-winger he inclines 
himself to be more of a goal-scorer and takes a 
lot of shots while receiving the ball very deep and 
wide. Whereas as a right-winger, he displays his 
all-round game as he creates chances for his 
teammates and receives the ball in more danger 
zones.

 HOW DOES HE FARE 
IN THE EYE-TEST?

Sometimes data can only tell us a part of the 
story and it is very important to back it with 

a good amount of eye-test and tactical analysis. 
We mentioned that he ranks very high among 
the forwards when it comes to creating chances 
for his team and playing key passes so let’s look 
at some examples of that. 

In the above example, he has the ball just 
outside the penalty area. Due to his gravity and 
also the prospect of the full-back overlapping, 
the opposition’s defenders are attracted towards 
the ball and Lang. This allows his teammate to 
make a blindside run into the space in behind 
and Lang finds him with a well executed through 
pass. This is something that he does very rarely 
when he has the ball in the left wing but is very 
much capable of doing. 

We saw how most of his key passes occurred in 
the right wing, especially in the right half-space 
where he delivers cut-backs to his teammates 
from these regions. One such example can be 
seen in the image above where he plays a very 
good cut-back to his striker. His balance while 
executing these passes make it very efficient for 
him as these are pretty much easily defendable. 

His control in tight situations are very good and 
even when he receives a poorly weighted pass 
or receives a pass in wrong angles, he has good 
agility to immediately adjust his balance and with 
a very good first touch he immediately. In the 
example below, he is in a wrong orientation as 
he faces his own goal when his teammate looks 
to play a through ball. He receives the ball with 
his weak foot and turns swiftly to carry the ball.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Noa_Lang_9.png
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He is also statistically a high volume-dribbler 
who likes to take defenders on. Though his 
accuracy is not very high this is partially due to his 
inclination to dribble in unnecessary situations. 
Nevertheless, he has shown tremendous ability 
in 1v1 situations and beat his marker. We can 
see that in the image below, where he initially 
has the ball in the flank as the defender steps 
forward to defend against him. He immediately 
wrong foots him by showing him the outside and 
dribbling inside. 

We mentioned before about his ability to receive 
a lot of progressive passes from his teammates. 
He usually receives them after making a diagonal 
run into the spaces. Even if he doesn’t receive the 
ball he still makes such runs to move defenders 
away from their position to open spaces for his 
teammates. We can see an example of this in the 
image where he makes a diagonal run from the 

centre to the right flank and that initially drags the 
defender away towards him. Again his gravity is 
very key here and this is something that teams 
that have players like him can make good use of. 

His ability in counter-attacks elevates his 
presence on the field as he has very good pace 
that is very difficult for defenders to match. We 
can see this in the next image where he starts 
his run behind the defender but reaches the ball 
before him, and is able to hold onto it before 
passing to a teammate in the penalty area.

He has outperformed his xG by a decent margin, 
which is an indication that he has good finishing 
ability.

Though he has taken comparatively fewer shots 
from the right half of the penalty area, he has 
still scored three goals from that area. We can 
see one of his goals below where he finishes by 
finding the right gap between the far post and the 
goalkeeper.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Noa_Lang_12.png
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We have already discussed his tendency to cut 
inside and take a shot. Though he takes a lot of 
suboptimal shots from these situations, he has 
still found the back of the net after cutting inside 
and taking on a defender.  

He also recognizes spaces well and makes good 
runs into them when available. In the shot-map 
that we saw, there were goals that were scored 
from inside the 6-yard area. This was a result of 
his good movement to get into these zones and 
meet the ball. An example of this can be seen 
in the next image where he sees his teammate 
making a run to the near post and he then makes 
a run into the space just vacated, since the 
defender has followed his teammate, and is able 
to score a goal.

FINAL REMARKS
Noa Lang is a talented young forward who 

seems to be another young jewel coming 
from the historic Ajax academy. With Ajax already 
having players like David Neres, Ryan Babel 
and others already occupying or playing in the 
same role as Lang, he was forced to take a loan 
move. It is safe to say that this move has been a 
tremendous success and a learning curve for the 
Dutch youngster as he is ready to make his mark 
at the Amsterdam club. If he can take his form 
a step further and impress in the Eredivisie, he 
could definitely seal a move to a top European 
club sooner rather than later.
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DATA VIZ
PREMIER LEAGUE 2021/22: 

ANALYSING CPFC’S SQUAD FOR THE UPCOMING SEASON
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

After spending four seasons at Crystal Palace, Roy Hodgson left his hometown club at the end of 
the 2020/21 season, helping them to stay in the top flight of English football for another season. 

Finding Hodgson’s replacement will be a huge and important task for the Eagles but an even bigger 
task will be rebuilding the squad for the incoming manager. The contracts of 13 players are expiring 
on June 30, 2021 and there has been no news on which players will extend and which players will 
leave the club. Crystal Palace also had one of the oldest squads in terms of average age in the 
Premier League for a couple of seasons, at least.

The following visualisation shows the percentage of overall minutes played in the Premier League 
by Crystal Palace each player.

As shown in the following graph, most of the key members of the squad are above 30 years old. 
Cheikhou Kouyaté had been involved in the most minutes for an outfield Palace player and luckily 
for the Eagles his contract runs until the summer of 2022. The contracts of first-team regulars Scott 
Dann, Gary Cahill and Mamadou Sakho all expire this summer and it will be interesting to see if any 
of those players will be with the Eagles next season. The same can be said for left-back Patrick van 
Aanholt, however, it is expected that the 30-year-old Dutch player will leave on free this summer, 
with his replacement Tyrick Mitchell touted to be a long-term replacement. However, Palace will 
need a back up left back - someone young - who can compete with Mitchell for a place in the starting 
eleven.
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Eberechi Eze, Nathan Ferguson and Jean-Philippe Mateta all signed last season and are 23 years 
old or younger. Eze, who signed from QPR, played 75% of the overall league minutes. Unfortunately 
for Palace, he will be ruled out for most of next season because of an injury. Similarly, Nathan 
Ferguson, having missed the whole of his first season at Palace because of injury, is set to miss the 
start of the upcoming season as well. Mateta is on loan until the end of 2021/22 season. However, 
Palace will look to involve him more in the upcoming season and make his move permanent.

One of the must-sign positions for Palace going into the new season is at right-back. With Ferguson 
injured, and Clyne and Ward having expiring contracts this summer, Palace will look to prioritise the 
signing of a right-back in this window.

Some other senior players whose contracts are expiring this summer include James McCarthy, 
Jeffrey Schlupp, Andros Townsend and Wayne Hennessey. Like every other summer, Zaha looks 
set on moving away as well. 

It will be really interesting to see how Palace handle this summer and plan for the long-term. Of 
course, all the players whose contracts expire this summer won’t leave but the right players will have 
to be awarded the extension. First, however, Palace must sign a manager to put together this new 
age squad.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/palace_squad_profile-1.png
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Aston Villa finished the 2020/21 Premier 
League season in 11th place, a far cry from 

their 2019/20 campaign, where they only avoided 
relegation on the last day of the season. Villa 
improved by a big margin during last season, 
picking up 20 more points, scoring 14 more 
goals and conceding 21 goals fewer, and were 
briefly in the running for a European spot for 
next season before falling away with a poor run 
of results towards the end of the season. That 
run of form coincided with the injury-enforced 
absence of Jack Grealish, Villa’s captain and 
talisman, and the Clarets’ attacking threat was 
severely diminished when the 25-year-old was 
not on the pitch. While Grealish is now at EURO 
2020 with England, rumours around a potential 
transfer away continue to swirl, with the latest 
news being that Manchester City are reportedly 
interested in bringing Grealish to the Etihad 
Stadium for a fee of £100 million. There is no 
guarantee that Grealish will leave Villa Park - it is 
still far more likely that he will be lining up for Villa 
next season, but the club hierarchy have moved 
to ensure that should the England playmaker 
depart, they have sufficient cover in place, by 
signing Emiliano Buendía from Norwich City.

Villa have reportedly paid £33 million before add-
ons to Norwich, making Buendía Villa’s record 
signing as well as Norwich’s record sale. The 
24-year-old Argentinian was one of the pillars 
of Daniel Farke’s side last season as they won 
the Championship and regained promotion to 
the Premier League at the first time of asking, 
scoring 15 goals and making 12 assists. He was 
a part of the Norwich side that was relegated in 
the 2019/20 season, and while he did not have 
a particularly memorable season, with just 2 
goals and 7 assists, there were signs that he 
could prosper with some more experience and 
improvement. It looks as though Villa have 
bought him to play alongside Grealish, rather 
than as a replacement, which is a big statement of 
intent from the West Midlands side, and it will be 
fascinating to see if their creativity and attacking 

threat increases as a result in the upcoming 
campaign. We will look at what Buendía brings 
to this Villa side, and how he will potentially help 
open up even more space for Grealish to thrive 
next season.

STATISTICAL AND 
PLAYING PROFILE

It is worth looking at Buendía’s playing style 
and profile to understand what the 24-year-old 

is good at and what his tendencies are on the 
pitch, as this will help us see how he can fit into 
the Villa side next season. First, we will look at 
Buendía’s career heat map, as this will tell us 
where he usually plays on the pitch.

This heat map shows how the Argentinian has 
largely operated on the right flank, although he 
does tend to drift infield at times and has also 
been used as a central playmaker on occasion. 
This is also why we believe he has been brought 
in to complement Grealish, as most of Villa’s 
attacking play came down their left flank last 
season, and Buendía’s presence on the right 
will provide some more balance as well as an 
increased threat.

We will now look at a few charts to try and 
show Buendía’s tendencies and capabilities in 
comparison to his Championship peers, based 
on data from last season. Of course, the Premier 
League is bound to be a tougher assignment, 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Harshal-Patel-1.png
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but this is an exercise in finding what Buendía 
is good at, which will tell us what to expect 
from him at Villa. We have only considered 
players who played at least 1000 minutes in the 
Championship, and we are looking at wingers on 
either flank to provide the best comparison.

Our first chart looks at these players’ non-penalty 
goals and xG per 90 minutes. It is important to 
filter out penalties when looking at xG values - a 
penalty has an xG value of 0.76 (according to 
Wyscout), making it one of the most valuable 
scoring opportunities according to the model. 
However, this can serve to inflate the xG total for 
players who may not otherwise be getting into 
goalscoring positions, but are taking penalties 
for their sides (looking at you, Jorginho), and 
unfairly penalizes those players who do not take 
penalties. Thus, bringing everyone on a so-called 
equal footing by using non-penalty goals and xG 
per 90 minutes is a good way to understand if 
they have been getting into decent positions, 
and whether they are ‘good’ or ‘bad’ goalscorers.

It is quite clear from this chart that Buendía 
was among the most threatening wingers in 
the Championship last season. He is well in the 
top 25% for both npxG and non-penalty goals 
per 90, which shows how he was a consistent 
goal threat for Norwich City last season, and we 
can expect this trend to continue in the Premier 
League, although it is debatable as to whether 
he will be able to rack up the same numbers.

The next chart looks at passes to the penalty 
area and touches in the box per 90, as an 
indicator of how frequently players were able to 
influence proceedings in the opposition penalty 
area, either by passing the ball to teammates in 
the box, or by touching the ball there themselves. 
Again, Buendía is in top quartile for both metrics, 
which is another indication of his creative output 
and the danger he poses in these areas.

This chart, which looks at progressive runs and 
dribbles per 90, makes it clear that Buendía is not 
a high volume dribbler or carrier of the ball. He is 
in the bottom 50% for dribbles per 90, and only 
just around the third quartile for progressive runs 
per 90. The Argentinian is far more likely to get 
involved in play through his passing and off-ball 
movement rather than dribbling past opponents, 
which is in contrast to Grealish’s playing style on 
the opposite flank. Thus, by having two wingers 
with different approaches on either flank, Villa’s 
attack should benefit, as this will provide different 
ways to break down opponents, while these two 
players’ skill-sets can also work well together as 
a result.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Harshal-Patel-2.png
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We have to look at fouls suffered per 90 here, 
as Grealish was the most-fouled player in the 
Premier League in the 2019/20 season, and 
having another player with a similar ability to 
draw fouls would make Villa even more of a 
threat, especially if they can maximize their 
threat from the resulting set-pieces. Buendía’s 
Norwich teammate Todd Cantwell was the most-
fouled player in the Championship on a per 90 
basis last season, and he does bear a lot of 
similarities with Grealish in terms of his style 
of play. Buendía was the seventh-most fouled 
player in the league, with 1.99 fouls won per 90. 
Grealish, in comparison, won 4.12 fouls per 90 
in the Premier League last season, and while 
Buendía is not as prolific at winning free-kicks, 
he will still provide quite a dangerous threat for 
opponents.

Our final chart looks at passes to the final third 
and progressive passes per 90, while the size of 
each plot indicates the player’s xA per 90 for the 
season. Buendía does well on all three metrics 
- he is in the top quartile for the two passing 
metrics, while his xA per 90 numbers were only 
bettered by Albert Adomah of Queens Park 
Rangers, who is curiously enough a former Aston 
Villa player. Buendía is extremely good at picking 

up possession between the lines and moving the 
ball forward, as these numbers show, and Villa 
should get an injection of creativity through his 
arrival next season.

These comparisons indicate that Buendía is 
more of a playmaker than a traditional, old-school 
winger - indeed, he had the lowest crosses/90 
numbers for this selection of players, which 
shows how he is not the player to go to the byline 
and swing a cross into the box. However, he is 
more suited to playing in a team that dominates 
possession, and therefore could struggle a little 
at Villa, who are more of a counter-attacking side. 
It will be interesting to see if his arrival suggests 
a shift to a more expansive style of play by Dean 
Smith, with Villa said to be targeting Arsenal’s 
Emile Smith Rowe, another talented playmaker, 
or whether the 24-year-old will have to adapt to 
fit into Villa’s system.

We will now look at how Buendía could potentially 
figure in Villa’s setup, including in-game examples 
from last season which showcase his quality.

CREATIVITY AND 
AWARENESS

This is undoubtedly Buendía’s strongest suit, 
as we saw from the charts earlier as well. 

He is extremely capable and confident on the 
ball, with excellent positional awareness and 
intelligence that allows him to drift into dangerous 
positions to receive possession before setting up 
teammates. Buendía rarely hugs the touchline, 
instead coming infield to occupy the half-spaces, 
and this allows him to stay in close proximity to 
the striker, which facilitates quick one-twos and 
passing combinations to draw out opposition 
defences and create space.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Harshal-Patel-5.png
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Notice how he picks up possession here and 
drives infield from the left before playing a sharp 
pass into Kieran Dowell’s path and continuing 
his run into the box.

Dowell plays a first-time flick into the box for 
Buendía to run onto…

...and the Argentinian is then able to square the 
ball back to Dowell…

...who has an easy finish into the net.

This is just one example of Buendía’s ability in 
tight spaces - the Argentinian is quite comfortable 
at receiving the ball under pressure and he is able 
to then find teammates with accurate passes, 
or even dribble out of such situations himself if 
need be. 

Two of his biggest strengths are his intelligence 
and positioning, which complement his ability 
on the ball and allow him to pick up the ball in 
the sort of areas from where he can do the most 
damage.

Buendía is in space between the lines here, 
making it quite easy for Cristoph Zimmerman to 
find him.

An even more stark example here, with Buendía 
able to get behind the Cardiff midfield line to 
receive possession, and he then also has the 
space to drive forward with the ball at his feet.

These are the sort of positions that Villa fans 
can expect to see Buendía in - note how he also 
moved out to the left on occasion. Buendía had a 
lot of freedom in the final third under Farke, and 
was given free reign to move across the pitch 
when needed from his right-sided berth. It is likely 
that he will be a slightly more rigid presence on 
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the right for Villa, but will definitely roam infield 
to combine with Grealish and the rest of Villa’s 
attackers.

We have mentioned his intelligence, and this is a 
great example of his awareness while attacking. 
Buendía has the option of playing the ball into 
the box (dark blue arrow) for the attacking 
Norwich player, and this is probably the option 
that he is expected to pick. However, he sees 
Todd Cantwell making a late run into space from 
deep, and picks him out instead (yellow arrow)...

...from where Cantwell is then able to find the 
player on the far side in space who has an easy 
finish into the net.

Here, as the left-back accelerates into the area, 
Buendía would normally be expected to make 
the run towards the six-yard box (dark blue 
arrow). However, he chooses to drop back and 

head in the direction of the orange arrow instead, 
anticipating a cut-back.

Those instincts are correct, and with Teemu 
Pukki’s movement into the six-yard box having 
pushed the defence deeper, Buendía is able to 
receive the ball in space…

...before smashing it home with his left foot.

We have mentioned how Buendía is likely to 
stay in the half-spaces rather than hug the 
touchline, and this can help open up space for an 
overlapping right-back, as in the next example.

Buendía is quite central here as Norwich attack, 
and with the Norwich attackers all staying fairly 
narrow, this has pulled the Barnsley defence 
narrow as well.
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As a result, Max Aarons has acres of space 
to bomb forward into, with Buendía making a 
central run to open up the passing lane out to 
Aarons as well.

Aarons goes out to the byline before sending in 
a cross that Buendía nods into the net. His late 
run into the box once again means that he is in 
space, with the Barnsley defenders deeper in the 
area and therefore unable to get close to him.

We have seen how Buendía is excellent at finding 
space when attacking, and this will be the most 
important part of his play for Villa when they are 
in possession.

LONG PASSING 
AND GOAL THREAT

Another facet of his game that is likely to be 
valuable to Aston Villa is his ability to make 

direct, accurate passes from deeper positions. 
This will be crucial during transitions, as Buendía 
can drop deep to pick up possession before 
making longer passes to find the likes of Grealish 
and Watkins in space.

This is an example of such a pass, where Buendía 
is able to find Cantwell running in behind from a 
deeper position on the right flank.

In terms of his goal threat, Buendía was adept 
at getting into the box to score, but he was also 
quite dangerous from outside the area.

This adds another facet to Villa’s attacking 
play, as Buendía can exploit space in front of 
opposition defences in this manner.
He is also quite capable of scoring with his left 
foot after cutting infield from the right.
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POTENTIAL ROLE IN 
ASTON VILLA’S SETUP

How would Buendía then fit into Villa’s setup 
in possession? I have looked at a potential 

scenario here where Villa have the ball to show 
the kind of spaces that could open up as a result 
of his positioning and movement.

One of the biggest results would be that the Villa 
right-back would usually have a lot of space to 
advance into due to Buendía’s central positioning.  
We have already seen an example of how this 
opened up space for Max Aarons for Norwich, and 
Matty Cash can expect to have similar amounts 
of space, especially as opposition defences will 
often be forced to stay narrow due to Buendía’s 
presence. This also means that he will be close 
to his teammates, and will therefore be able to 
play quick combinations with them between the 
lines. Buendía can look to come short to receive 
possession, run in behind, or make runs into 
the central space, and this variety of movement 
will keep the opposition guessing and therefore 
help open up space for himself as well as his 
teammates.

CONCLUSION
Emiliano Buendía was one of the best players 

in the Championship last season, and while 
he may have been expected to make a move to 
a bigger club than Aston Villa, this is a sign of 
Villa’s ambition to challenge for European spots 
over the next few seasons as well. The 24-year-
old will add a lot of creativity and guile to Villa’s 
play in possession, and it will also help to take 
some of the defensive focus away from Jack 
Grealish, which will in turn potentially create 
more space for the England international as 
well. We do expect Grealish to stay at Villa Park 
this season, so it will be fascinating to see how 
these two players link up, but if he does depart, 
Buendía can help to pick up the slack, albeit in a 
different manner to how Grealish operates.
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At the beginning of April, in a fascinating 
interview with Miguel Delaney of the 

Independent, Carlos Carvahal discussed his work 
with Braga. Currently sitting in fourth place in 
Liga Nos, Carvahal moved to Braga this summer 
following a very impressive fifth placed finish in 
2019-20 with Rio Ave. English football fans will 
remember Carvahal from his spells with Sheffield 
Wednesday and Swansea a few seasons ago, 
but may be surprised to hear the Portuguese 
manager has been turning heads in the past 18 
months with his catalogue of work in Liga Nos.

In Delaney’s interview with Carvahal, he 
described Braga’s style of play as based around 
a set of principles rather than a specific formation, 
whilst also looking to specifically attack or defend 
certain spaces on the pitch. This isn’t something 
all that revolutionary in coaching, where 
principles of play are what training sessions are 
based around. But with how much of analysis is 
given, whether that’s on our very own website or 
magazine, or in television studios where pundits 
give their thoughts on a team’s tactics from a 
particular game, the information is still framed 
around formations. This tactical analysis will 
look to give an insight into some of the principles 
of play Carvahal has used at Braga, and how 
they are manifested in different moments of the 
game. However, before we start, one caveat 
should be noted, which is that Carvahal stresses 
a flexible approach and the examples shown 
below are merely that - examples. Carvahal will 
react to the problems put in front of him by the 
opponent, potentially adapting certain aspects 
of their game tactics, whilst still maintaining the 
same principles.

BUILD-UP PLAY
Braga look to maintain control in the build-up 

phase by having an overload in the initial 
build-up stage. This will generally be seen by 
them using three to structure play from the back, 

with at least one pivot initially in support, although 
they give freedom for a second pivot to drop in 
as they see fit. 

Whilst the opponent in the following image has 
four players pushed forward to press, they have 
only one player in the first line of the press. 

This three will circulate possession, whilst the 
pivot is constantly a threat to the opponent as 
an option for Braga beyond the first line of the 
press. They help support build-up play by giving 
that short forward option, but also ensure the 
opposition forward has to be aware of keeping 
this player covered as they press. As we can 
see in the previous image, they also attract the 
interest of the second line of the press, drawing 
the opposition midfield slightly further forward to 
cover them. 

This in turn creates more space between the 
opposition midfield and their defence, and 
therefore gives Braga’s midfielders and attackers 
more space to receive line-breaking passes. 

Whilst Braga have ways to control build-up through 
the centre of the pitch, they maintain the option to 
use the full width of the pitch by constantly having 
a player hugging each touchline. 

Carvahal then ensures there is one forward ahead 
of the winger, and one midfielder inside, giving 
them a compact triangle. This compactness 
gives them protection in possession, as we will 
see later on, and allows them to quickly link up 
as a three. 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/DavidSeymour1.png
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A lot of the time, teams will use this shape to 
allow them to play wide, with the winger playing 
inside to the central-midfielder, who can then flick 
the ball around the corner for the centre-forward. 
The forward can then drive forward, or run onto 
this ball if it’s played in behind, or they could also 
then play once again to the winger.

Braga certainly do this, but they also use an extra 
player away from this triangle to give them more 
options. Braga’s compact attacking shape allows 
them to have players provide extra options rather 
than just operate in this triangle. In the following 
image we can see how they are able to use a 
forward outside of this triangle, creating a simple, 
up, back and through passing combination to 
release the right-sided forward in behind.

Stretching the opponents shape through wide 
combinations and a double pivot

From build-up you will often see Braga go wide 
rather than looking to immediately break through 
the centre of the pitch.

They are then able to create two central passing 
options with two central midfielders showing for 

the ball. The player that operates as the single 
pivot is interchangeable, and Carvahal will have 
them work as more of a defined double pivot as 
the ball is played further forward or out wide. As 
the ball is played wide, the ball-side cm makes a 
triangle with the two wide players.

 

This midfielder pushes across the pitch with a 
slightly further forward run, drawing his marker 
with him. The far-side cm is then able to loop their 
run into the space between the opposition first 
and second line of press, and receive in this area.

Braga will create more space for this midfielder 
by engaging the opposition with some quick 
interplay before using the pivot as the third-man 
option. This midfielder now has the space around 
him to take his time picking a forward pass, 
whilst due to the opposition midfield being drawn 
across there is an array of forward passing lines 
available too.
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It should also be noted in the image previously 
shown how the opposition defence and the 
holding midfielder is drawn across as Braga uses 
short passing combinations in the wide channel.

As the ball is worked inside, there is now room 
in the opposition back line for a through pass, 
which we can see in the following image.

Braga look to use a double pivot to structure 
combinations which allow them to play into one 
of their three attackers. We can see two of these 
simple combinations in the following image as 
Braga attack from left to right.

Carvahal’s double pivot will otherwise work as 
they see fit to help the side build play safely. 

In the next image we can see the ball-side 
central midfielder dropping into the left-back 
position, in turn pushing forward the Braga left-
back. However, what this move does is leave a 
great deal of space centrally.

With the far-side pivot still an option, we can see 
a quick triangle of passes, along with the pivot 
pushing back into the central space. 

Now in possession, we can see them in plenty of 
space, and having drawn the second line of the 
opposition press up, there is now space to play 
forward.
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ATTACKING IN 
A COMPACT SHAPE

Earlier Braga’s compact attacking shape was 
referred to, and having so many players in 

such close proximity to the ball is what structures 
their quick and fluid pass combinations. However, 
Braga’s counter-pressing is also noticeably 
structured by this set-up. Below we can see an 
example as the ball has just been lost on Braga’s 
left flank. Whilst there is support on Braga’s 
goal-side of the ball, there are immediately three 
players surrounding the ball player. Beyond that 
we can see the forward and right-winger ready to 
cover those near to them.

As the opposition look to work the ball out, we 
can firstly see the pressure Braga have on the 
ball. Whether or not this is a specific trap, we 
can see how the four players surrounding the 
ball are showing the ball-carrier to play back 
to the highlighted centre-back who is already 
being pressed. Braga win back possession in 
this instance. Are they specifically targeting flat, 
lateral passes?

DEFENSIVE SHAPE
Braga are incredibly quick and efficient on 

defensive transition too. This is in large part 
down to their relatively compact attacking shape, 
but as we can see in the image below, they still 
ensure there is width with the attacker placed on 
the far side to stretch the opponent’s defensive 
block.

As soon as the ball is lost, this group gets very 
narrow, very quickly. Whilst the wide player tucks 
in somewhat, albeit still wide enough where the 
opponent doesn’t have an easy outlet pass 
to the wing. They make it very difficult for the 
opponent to play out, and as we can see from the 
following image, when they win back possession 
they have an instant overload around the ball 
whereupon their players can quickly combine 
to secure possession, giving time for their wide 
players and attackers to transition into attack.

Otherwise, if the ball is in wider areas for the 
opponent, Braga ensure they have all players 
dropping back and keeping a compact central 
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five. This crowding of the central area allows their 
back five to spread relatively wide and cover a 
good amount of the width of the pitch, knowing 
the central five will prevent any central passage.

CREATING SPACE IN THE 
OPPOSITION DEFENCE

In the front line, Carvahal looks to have his 
centre-forwards stretch the opposition centre-

backs as much as possible. These two forwards 
will match up one-on-one on the centre-backs 
and look to draw them wider, or even deeper into 
the 10 area if they choose to drop deep to impact 
build-up play that way.

By creating this space between the centre-
backs, Braga will allow their midfielders to make 
late runs in between the gaps, searching for the 
through pass in behind. With the centre-backs 
occupied by both forwards, they can become 
more focused on the movement of these players 
rather than looking out for a late run from a 
midfielder.

Braga are always passing at angles, rarely looking 
for simple lateral passes. Carvahal uses these 
angles, mixed with high starting positions from 
his attacking players to create good attacking 
opportunities. By starting high and dropping in 
to receive possession, the attacker creates a 
passing angle for the right-sided defender, that 
wouldn’t be present were the initial ball-carrier to 
just play a lateral pass.

We can then see the passing angle open up from 
this pattern of play in the image below. Also, note 
how the opposition left-back can’t tuck inside due 
to Braga’s constant width provided by having a 
player on each wing constantly (out of picture).
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PRESSING SHAPE
In open play, the press starts with a lone 

forward, protecting the centre of the pitch, but 
as the ball is worked wide, a midfielder will push 
up to support, and allow the forward to continue 
protecting the central space. Behind this forward, 
there will be two midfielders, and for the most 
part these two players remain in this position, 
again protecting this space. 

As the ball is circulated again, a further wide 
midfielder pushes up. And in turn the full-back 
or wing-back on that side will push up to support 
the press. All the while that double pivot remains 
intact. 

The winger can press in one of two ways. In this 
example they press to prevent the ball-carrier 
from playing centrally, keeping the Rio Ave 
midfielder in their cover shadow. Because they 
press in such a way, the ball-carrier is only going 
to pass to the left-back. This is why the Braga 
full-back is ready to push forward. We can see 
the Braga front three are quite flat, and there is 
potential for their double pivot to be overloaded 
centrally, with the opponent having three players 
in that central area.

However, if the Braga press is more compact, 
they will aim to press to show back inside, with 
these wingers arching their runs to show the ball-
carrier back into an area where Braga have an 
advantage.

CONCLUSION
Carvahal has instilled a style of play at Braga 

that has led to outstanding performances 
and results on the pitch. Regardless of the 
opposition’s shape, and the variations within 
their own possession play, Braga’s brand is fast-
paced, fluid, passing football. They use rotations 
and quick combinations, as well as a relatively fluid 
shape to manipulate their opponent’s defensive 
shape and create attacking opportunities as a 
result. Last season they finished in fourth place, 
behind the trio of Benfica, Porto and Sporting. 
It will be interesting to see if, given more time, 
Braga can break apart the dominant forces in 
Portuguese football. 
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This is the first in a series of articles for 
this magazine that will look ahead to the 

2021/22 season with a view to highlighting some 
interesting players to watch out for. In this piece 
we will concentrate on the defensive positions 
with five players selected. Whilst these players 
are mainly considered central defenders some of 
them have the positional versatility to also cover 
in the fullback positions. This, however, is part of 
modern football with the rise of three-at-the-back 
systems leading to versatile players who are 
comfortable centrally or when asked to defend 
out in wide areas.

JESPER TOLINSSON
18-YEARS-OLD
IFK GOTEBORG 

SWEDEN

IFK Goteborg are traditionally one of the giants 
of Swedish and Scandinavian football. In recent 

years, however, the club has suffered from a 
run of poor results and questionable strategies 
surrounding player recruitment and squad 
building. They have gone from a defined policy 
of signing young players and integrating players 
from their own academy to signing players who 
are big names but are well past their peak.

Over the last 18 months though the emergence 
of the homegrown central defender Jesper 
Tolinsson has been a positive for the club. He 

is still only 18-years-old but with a contract that 
is set to expire in 2023 he is likely to become a 
target for clubs around Europe towards the end 
of the 2022/21 season.

So far, his data profile is not fully impressive but 
we have to accept a small sample size as due 
to the Swedish football calendar he has only 
played 738 minutes at the time of writing. He is 
currently averaging 49.88 passes per 90 with 
8.54 progressive passes per 90 and 5.73 passes 
to the final third per 90. This is combined with 
7.44 defensive duels per 90 and a success rate 
of 77.05% in those duels.

Tolinsson is listed at 190cm| 6’3’’ and he is 
predominantly right-footed. So far this season 
we have seen IFK Goteborg playing primarily in 
a 3-5-2 or 5-3-2 system and the young defender 
is most comfortable on the outside of the back 
three where his mobility and ability to read the 
game can come to the fore.

Here, we see a situation where Tolinsson 
reads the threat and is able to move across to 
prevent a threat before it fully develops. The 
man in possession plays a simple pass to the 
forward player with his back to goal. This leads 
to an immediate one-two as the original player 
in possession outplays his direct opponent and 
then looks to attack into space in the wide areas.

Tolinsson, however, is not immediately attracted to 
the first man who receives and instead he retains 
a deeper position. As the one-two is executed 
Tolinsson is still balanced and able to move across 
to cleanly challenge and win the ball.
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This time we see Tolinsson defending on the other 
side of the back three and in a more established 
and deep defensive structure. Tolinsson is pulled 
wide by the movement of his direct attacker 
and this opens a passing lane for the man in 
possession to play towards the edge of the area.

Once again Tolinsson is able to defend the threat 
of the pass thanks to his balanced defensive 
position and his ability to quickly change direction. 
As the pass is played through to the edge of the 
area Tolinsson shifts and opens his hips before 
cleanly challenging and winning the ball.

As well as being able to read the game and 
challenge effectively for the ball, Tolinsson is a 
player who has an excellent range of passing that 
allows him to break the lines of the opposition or 
access all areas of the field.

We see this here as he initially receives the ball 
on the first line before taking a positive first-touch 
and pushing the ball past the only opposition 
player who has pressed into an advanced 
position. From here we then see Tolinsson have 
the composure to pause and assess the options 
before showing the vision to access the run 
on the furthest line as an attacking teammate 

breaks the defensive line with a forward run. His 
pass leads the run of the attacker and is well 
weighted.

As well as being able to access the furthest line 
through his direct passing Tolinsson is also a 
progressive passer who can effectively break the 
lines of opposition pressure. 

We see an example of this here as he initially 
receives a difficult pass across the face of his 
own goal from one of the other central defenders. 
This pass immediately sees Tolinsson put 
under pressure as the opposition are pressing 
high. There is a pass on to the left-sided player 
although there is an opposition player moving 
quickly to engage and close him down.

Instead, we see Tolinsson play progressively 
through the lines with a vertical pass that 
accesses one of the central midfielders in space.

Going forward I would expect to see Tolinsson 
become a target for clubs in Belgium or the 
Netherlands in the first instance as both nations 
have a history of effective recruitment from the 
region. From there do not be surprised to see 
clubs in the top-5 leagues begin to develop 
significant interest in the young Swede.
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PIERO HINCAPIE 
19-YEARS-OLD 

TALLERES
ECUADOR

The problem with writing articles like this for a 
monthly magazine is that the picture around 

the players you choose can change dramatically. 
This is the case for the 19-year-old Ecuadorian 
defender Piero Hincapie who finds himself 
surrounded by transfer speculation with links to 
clubs like Bayern Munich, Lazio, Milan and Celtic. 
The 19-year-old was initially developed at the 
academy of the prolific Independiente del Valle 
in his native Ecuador but he made the move to 
join Talleres in Argentina for a reported £750k in 
2020. Now, Talleres stands to make a significant 
profit on the impressive young defender.

At the time of writing Hincapie has played 
1267 minutes this season and his metrics are 
extremely impressive. He is averaging 57.11 
passes per 90 with 10.87 progressive passes 
per 90 and 6.32 passes to the final third per 90.  
He is also averaging 8.31 defensive duels, with 
a 68.38% success rate, and 3.98 aerial duels per 
90 with a 62.50% success rate.

Hincapie is arguably slightly undersized for a 
central defender and he is listed at 184cm | 6’1” 
as well as being predominantly left-footed.

This season has seen Talleres line up for the 
most part in a 4-2-3-1 system and Hincapie has 
tended to play as the left-sided central defender 
in this system.

When defending in either a high or a low 
defensive block it is impressive that Hincapie 
always appears to be composed and  in control 
of the game. For a defender who is still relatively 
inexperienced he plays with the poise of a much 
older and more experienced player. 

We see an example of this poise here as 
Talleres have been caught in transition with a 
poor defensive organisation. As the ball carrier 
advances forward the first thing to note is the 
defensive posture of Hincapie as he is showing 
the opponent towards the outside but he is also 
positioning to cut off the passing lane that is open 
on the far side of the field.

Hincapie drops deeper and deeper until the ball 
carrier takes a slightly heavier touch and then he 
immediately moves to engage and win the ball 
cleanly.

Hincapie is also comfortable when being asked to 
defend in space. We see an example of this here 
where he is defending when isolated 1v1 against 
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the opposition attacker. Talleres are, again, in a 
poor defensive structure and he has no cover.

He still, however, remains composed and as the 
attacker attempts to outplay him he cleanly wins the 
ball and starts an immediate attacking transition.

In possession one of the things that stands out the 
most when watching Hincapie play is his ability 
to carry the ball before timing the release to a 
teammate well in order to outplay the opposition 
press. He is comfortable in possession and can 
move forward on the ball in order to force the 
opposition to break their defensive structure as 
they have to engage and press.

We see this here as Hincapie carries the ball 
towards the opposition half. He always carries 
the ball with his head up while looking for shifting 
passing lanes. As he eventually is engaged by 
two opposition midfielders he finds a line breaking 
pass that accesses the edge of the final third.

We see another example here of how comfortable 
Hincapie is in possession as he dribbles wide 
and then checks back inside in the opposition 
half before then finding the through ball that 
accesses a run from an attacking player who is 
looking to break the opposition defensive line.

With all of the interest currently in Hincapie it is 
unlikely that he will remain in Argentina for long. 
His skill set appears ready made for a possession 
orientated side who like to dominate the ball and 
find line breaking passes that progress the ball. 
A move to Serie A to either Lazio or Milan would 
make sense for me.

ODILON KOSSOUNOU
20-YEARS-OLD
 CLUB BRUGGE
IVORY COAST

There is a growing body of players from Africa 
who have started their journey in European 

football with a move to Scandinavia, and in 
particular Sweden, before quickly making a move 
to the Belgian or Dutch leagues. The 20-year-old 
Ivorian central defender Odilon Kossounou is the 
latest example of a player executing this pathway 
effectively having originally left the prolific 
ASEC Mimosas in his native country to move to 
Hammarby in Sweden at the start of 2019. By 
July of the same year Kossounou was moving 
again to Club Brugge for a reported £3.5M.

Kossounou has so far been used either as a 
right-sided central defender or as a right-back 
although his long term future is likely going to be 
as a central defender.
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He is listed at 191cm | 6’3” and he is predominantly 
right-footed. Last season we saw Club Brugge 
play in a 4-1-4-1 structure and Kossounou is most 
likely to play as the right-sided central defender.

Over the course of the 2020/21 season 
Kossounou played 2864 minutes. He averaged 
46.82 passes per 90 with 7.6 progressive passes 
per 90 and 6.1 passes to the final third per 90. 
His defensive metrics are also impressive with 
7.01 defensive duels per 90 with a success rate 
of 71.3% and 3.17 aerial duels per 90 with a 
success rate of 57.43%.

Kossounou is an excellent defender, especially 
for one so young, and he combines his physical 
traits, pace, power and agility, with the ability to 
read the game and identify danger quickly. He 
is an intelligent player who rarely seems to be 
poorly positioned.

We see his calm and composed positioning here 
as he has been isolated at the edge of the area 
against an opposition attacking player. The pass 
has been played diagonally from the right to 
access the attacker in this position and as such 
both attacker and defender have been moving 
across with momentum taking them towards the 
near side.

As the attacker looks to use this momentum to 
cut back inside we see Kossounou reading the 
threat and calmly winning the duel without going 
to ground before striding forward with the ball at 
his feet.

Here, again, we see the ability of the young 
defender to read the danger before using his 
physical profile to engage and win the ball back. 
The opposition ball carrier looks to have made 
the right decision as he comes under pressure 
and then looks for a forward pass that accesses 
space for the attacking player.

Kossounou, however, has read the intention 
and he is already well positioned so there is no 
need to spring to win the ball as he instead slides 
over and wins the ball cleanly from the opposing 
striker.

As befits a player who can play at right-back or as 
a more conventional central defender Kossounou 
is a player who can be comfortable when moving 
in possession of the ball and breaking the lines 
through a dribble.

We see an example of this here as two opposition 
players look to engage and close him down as 
he takes possession on the edge of the penalty 
area. He simply accelerated through the gap 
between the two pressing players and started an 
attacking movement for his team with ease.
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So, if he is pressed we have seen that Kossounou 
has the quality to outplay through a dribble but if 
the opposition sit off the Ivorian central defender 
then he has the passing range to access all 
areas of the field and break the opposition down.

We see this here as the Genk forwards are in 
a medium block with a line of engagement that 
allows Kossounou to have possession. This 
allows him to get his head up and recognise that 
there is space on the far side of the field. This 
space is then accessed through a diagonal pass 
that releases the attacking player into space.

At the moment it feels like staying in Belgium 
makes the most sense for a player like Odilon 
Kossounou as he can continue to develop for 
a club who can be dominant domestically while 
playing regular European football. Do not be 
surprised, however, if clubs in Germany and 
England in particular are heavily following and 
scouting the Ivorian central defender.

KAMIL PIATKOWSKI
21-YEARS-OLD 

RAKOW CZESTOCHOWA 
POLAND

There is a regular issue with scouting young talent 
around the world. I have lost count of the amount 

of times that I have come across a young player 
who leaps out, either in terms of data or video, to the 
extent that I believe I am witnessing something that 
not many others will have seen yet, only to discover 
that the player in question has already agreed a 
move to one of the Red Bull clubs.

That is the case for the 21-year-old Polish central 
defender Kamil Piatkowski who will shortly 
be moving to Red Bull Salzburg for a reported 
£4.5M from Rakow in the Polish top-flight. The 
development of Piatkowski has been sudden as 
he only moved to Rakow in 2019 from Zaglebie 
Lubin on a free transfer.

Now, the young defender is moving to one of the 
most progressive clubs in Europe having made 
his debut for the Polish national team.

Piatkowski is listed at 191cm | 6’3” and he is 
predominantly right footed. Last season saw 
Rakow playing predominantly in a 3-4-3 system 
with Piatkowski playing on the right-side of that 
defensive structure.
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Looking at Piatkowski’s data profile there are 
clear indicators that show the young defender as 
a target for the Red Bull network. For a central 
defender to be averaging 1.95 dribbles per 90 
in particular is extremely interesting. This is 
combined with 7.13 progressive passes per 90 
and 5.91 passes to the final third per 90.

Piatkowski is an intelligent defender who 
positions himself well and reads the intentions 
of the opposition players to be able to cut out 
danger early. We see an example of this here as 
the opposition ball carrier has been able to break 
through the defensive press on the near side and 
he is carrying the ball forward and into space.

Piatkowski has taken up a good covering 
position and as the ball carrier bursts into space 
he accelerates calmly across and cleanly wins 
possession of the ball.

Here we again see that the positioning and 
reading of the game from Piatkowski is able to 
get his teammates out of trouble in the defensive 
phase. The opposition ball carrier has played a 
through ball to access the diagonal run of the 
striker.

Piatkowski looks to be a clear second favourite 
to get back and win possession of the ball but 
his pace allows him to get across and challenge 
cleanly for the ball.

Piatkowski has a superb passing range and 
the ability to access all areas of the field from 
the first line but he also has the vision to spot a 
runner moving from deep or to identify where the 
best space to attack in the opposition defensive 
structure is.

We see here that he has possession on the first 
line and when under no pressure he has the 
time to look for a passing option. That option 
comes centrally with an attacker breaking the 
last line and Piatkowski finds the run with a pass 
that outplays the entire opposition defensive 
structure.

Piatkowski is also comfortable when moving 
forward to join in attacking movements deep in 
the opposition half. This is extremely effective 
against teams that are trying to sit deep and 
defend in a low block.

We see this here with Piatkowksi moving into the 
final third to join the attack. As he receives the 
ball the passing lane to the wide player, who is in 
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space, is initially blocked. He has the confidence 
though to step inside and towards pressure 
before playing the pass around the corner to 
access this passing lane.

It will be intriguing to see how Piatkowski 
develops in Austria but he has every chance to 
go on and become a star.

GIANNIS MICHAILIDIS 
21-YEARS-OLD

PAOK 
GREECE

Giannis Michailidis is a 21-year-old Greek 
defender who has been capped twice, at 

the time of writing, by the senior national team. 
He is a product of the PAOK academy and has 
been a regular in their first-team for the last two 
seasons. He has the capacity to play as a left-
sided central defender or as a left-back.

He is listed at 188cm | 6’2” and he is predominantly 
left-footed.

This past season saw him play 1584 minutes 
for PAOK as he averaged 56.36 passes per 90 
with 11.7 progressive passes per 90 and 8.52 
passes to the final third per 90. He also averaged 
5.91 defensive duels per 90 with a success rate 
of 64.42% and 4.83 aerial duels per 90 with a 
success rate of 62.35%.

Michailidis is an aggressive defender who likes to 
be proactive in looking to come and meet threats 
before they can fully develop. He is comfortable 
defending in space when isolated in the wide 
areas and he has the pace and strength to be 
able to deal with quick attacking players.

Here, we see an example of this as the opposition 
are looking to attack into the PAOK half. As the 
ball is played out we see Michailidis moving 
extremely quickly in order to engage with and 
win the ball back with a strong challenge.

He also shows defensive awareness when 
defending space is in the penalty area. We see 
in this example that the opposition have worked 
the ball forward in the wide area and as the ball 
comes across Michailidis is positioned to defend 
the near post. 

There is a forward positioned behind him and as 
the ball accesses this player it initially looks as 
though Michailidis is in a poor defensive position. 
Instead, he is able to adjust and win the ball 
back comfortably by sliding his hips and moving 
across.
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Michailidis is a capable passer of the ball who is 
dangerous when given time and space. Here we 
see him in possession before accessing space 
on the far side of the pitch through a diagonal 
pass that drops over the head of the opposition 
defender.

He is also capable of playing dangerous vertical 
passes that access space in the opposition 
defensive structure. We see an example of this 
here as Michailidis steps forward in possession 
into the opposition half. As he does so the 
winger on his side of the pitch makes a double 
movement to create separation and Michailidis 
has the quality to play the pass to break the final 
like.

It is likely that we will see Michailidis leave PAOK 
sooner rather than later. There have already 
been links to clubs in the Bundesliga and Serie A 
and both leagues represent an interesting option 
for the player.
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When Liverpool were crowned as the 
champions of England in 2019/20, they 

only conceded 33 goals from 38.92 xGA. 
However, they struggled to repeat this defensive 
success because of the recurring centre-back 
injuries last season, and  recorded an xGA tally 
of 47.06 while conceding 42 goals. Without Virgil 
van Dijk, Joe Gomez and Joel Matip in the squad 
for a large part of the season, the team was 
vulnerable at the centre of the defence.

Therefore, Liverpool are moving to have more 
depth in this part of the pitch, and have recruited 
the 22-year-old Frenchman Ibrahima Konaté 
for €40 million from RB Leipzig. This tactical 
analysis piece is a scout report which will show 
Konaté’s strengths and weaknesses, and how 
his style of play can work within Jürgen Klopp’s 
tactics.

BACKGROUND AND STATS

Konaté started his career at Paris FC, from 
where he moved to Sochaux and made his 

professional debut in Ligue 2 for the club. He 
was then quickly snapped up by RB Leipzig, 
gradually developing into a mature player under 
Ralf Rangnick and then Julian Nagelsmann. After 
having made 95 appearances for the German 
club over four seasons, he is now making a step 
up to Liverpool and the Premier League.

The above table is a comparison of statistics 
among centre-backs at RB Leipzig in 2020/21. 
The France U21 international suffered from a 
couple of injuries last season which restricted him 
to only 1377 minutes of action in all competitions.

Konaté had fewer successful defensive actions 
per 90 than all others - 6.93, as well as a low 

PAdj interceptions figure – 5.87. Although the 
stats might suggest that Konaté was not a good 
defender, this can be attributed to the setup of the 
team. Nagelsmann wanted Konaté to cover his 
partner instead of leaving his position to engage 
with opponents frequently, so his defensive data 
is not very impressive.

We will now look at in-game examples to 
demonstrate his strengths and weaknesses.

BUILD-UP AND 
PROGRESSION

Konaté had 1.83 progressive runs per 90 
and 9.74 progressive passes per 90 last 

season, which were the 2nd and 4th highest 
for RB Leipzig. These stats show how he has a 
tendency to carry the ball forward frequently, and 
he has the explosive pace to burst forward and 
break defensive lines by running with the ball.

The first image shows RB Leipzig constructing 
an attack against Paris Saint-Germain in the 
Champions League. With their opponents 
blocking off the half-spaces, especially the 
highlighted blue zone, there was no obvious 
vertical passing option for Konaté here. Ángel 
Di María is also pressing the 22-year-old which 
shuts down the passing lane to the right-back 
Nordi Mukiele. Losing the ball in this situation 
would lead to a dangerous PSG counter-attack.
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Konaté turned a crisis into an opportunity here 
with his courage to bring the ball forward. He 
used the vacancy in the half-space as room to 
dribble and knocked the ball past Di María as we 
can see in the second image.

After Di María was bypassed, PSG’s midfield 
was forced to cover, and Leandro Paredes 
stepped up to press him. It also meant that 
Konaté successfully attracted two opponents to 
him through his ball carrying, opening up space 
for his teammates. Here, PSG’s left-back Mitchel 
Bakker was now overloaded by two RB Leipzig 
players on the right side as a result.

Konaté’s ability to absorb pressure will be pivotal 
for Liverpool to create more space for the likes of 
Trent Alexander-Arnold and Andrew Robertson 
on the flanks. 

Despite being strong at moving the ball forward, 
Konaté’s decision-making in terms of his passing 
must improve if he is to be successful at Liverpool. 
This image shows the positioning of players 
after he dribbled past Paredes as well with RB 
Leipzig now in the final third. Konaté did not opt 
for an easy pass to release the wide players on 
the right. Instead, he also neglected the runners 

getting into the penalty box and attempted to 
switch the ball to the opposite flank. This was 
unnecessary, with several teammates providing 
easier runs and passing options, and this pass 
was intercepted, leading to a breakdown of a 
promising situation for Leipzig.

Konaté also needs to improve his attention to 
detail in the game. When he carries the ball 
forward, his subsequent decision-making is 
incorrect, which can lead to counter-attacking 
opportunities for opponents.

The biggest issue is his passing, or more 
specifically, how he sometimes opts for 
predictable short passes which are intercepted by 
opponents. Thus, Konaté has an issue with both 
being too adventurous as well as too predictable 
at times in terms of his passing decisions - this 
is a tendency which will have to be swiftly ironed 
out at Kirkby.

In this example against Manchester United, 
Scott McTominay already moved to the right 
before Konaté’s pass, anticipating his pass, but 
the centre-back still played the ball to the feet 
of the Scottish international, which led to Leipzig 
having to defend a counter-attack. 
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Another example of this weakness can be seen 
here. Konaté had the ball in the final third and 
noticed the passing option on the right. David 
Alaba also saw this and moved two steps to the 
side which opened up the vertical passing lane 
in the half-space for a runner who was getting 
behind the left-back. However, Konaté did not 
realize this, and played the pass that Alaba had 
anticipated and was thus able to cut out.

DEFENDING, 
PHYSICALITY, COVERING

Konaté is quite impressive in his defending as 
he is good at defending spaces – an ability 

only possessed by the top centre-backs in the 
world, and there are not too many who can do 
this at the age of 22, which shows his potential.

Bayern Munich have reached the final third in 
this example, with Douglas Costa releasing the 
overlapping Benjamin Pavard on the right flank. 
At this moment, Konaté is in the penalty box but 
his partner, Upamecano, is out of position.

There are two potential problems here. Kingsley 
Coman was at the penalty spot already while 
Robert Lewandowski was lurking at the edge of 
the box, but RB Leipzig only had Kevin Kampl in 
that area to cover.

In order to attack the cross, Coman dashed to 
the front post...

…but Pavard pulled the ball back towards 
Lewandowski, who only just entered the area. 
Now, one could have expected Konaté to get 
attracted towards Coman and therefore vacate 
the central space, leaving a lot of room for 
Lewandowski to shoot. However, the 22-year-
old followed the ball rather than the man here, 
anticipating the cut-back and therefore being in 
position to clear the ball before it reached the 
Polish striker.

Konaté reads the game well, which makes him a 
good player to cover spaces for teammates. At 
RB Leipzig, he has had the experience of playing 
in a back three as well as a back four, including 
as a wide centre-back or as the central centre-
back, and we can see how this has shaped his 
defensive instincts as well.

In this image, Bayern tried to attack down the 
left, with Mukiele out of position and leaving a 
huge space for the Bayern winger to attack.
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Bayern had a player underlapping as well, which 
could have created a big problem if Konaté did 
not read this play. The Frenchman stepped out to 
press the receiver on time and was able to stop 
the attack, and this shows his ability to realise 
when dangerous situations are developing.

Another strength of the 22-year-old is his physical 
attributes. He is quick, with explosive pace to 
cover large distances quickly, while also being 
quite strong and able to defend against more 
physical opponents as well when needed. This 
combination is a big reason why he is so good at 
defending large spaces.

This also makes him perfect for playing in a high 
defensive line. RB Leipzig have consistently 
played with a high line, which should make it easy 
for him to adapt to Liverpool’s style of play as 
well. This aggressive approach inevitably leaves 
large spaces for the rest defence to cover, and 
this is where Konaté excels.

On this occasion, PSG had a chance to initiate 
a counter-attack with Neymar having the 
ball centrally. Konaté was the last man with 
Upamecano higher up and slightly out of position. 
Kylian Mbappé read those spaces behind the 

defence and tried to exploit them with his quick 
pace. Fortunately, Konaté maintained a good 
body shape to check the run while keeping an 
eye on the ball...

...which meant that he was able to have both the 
player and the ball in his vision, while also being 
in position to accelerate. When Neymar played 
the long ball to find Mbappé, Konaté cleared the 
danger as he had managed to keep pace with 
the French striker as well as get into position to 
block exactly this kind of pass.

The biggest challenge for Konaté will be 
consistency - can he keep playing at a high level 
for a team with Liverpool’s ambitions every few 
days? He does have a tendency to make risky 
challenges when caught out which can cause 
problems for his side, as seen in this example, 
where he was the last man while defending 
against Hertha Berlin. The Frenchman pulls 
his opponent back which would have almost 
certainly resulted in a red card, had the referee 
been a little stricter, but it was not needed, as he 
had recovered sufficiently to put the striker off 
and could force him to go wide, while teammates 
were also getting back to cover.
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FINAL REMARKS
Despite being just 22 years old, Konaté 

already has a lot of top-level experience in 
the Bundesliga as well as the Champions League 
for Leipzig. He has already shown a lot of quality, 
and there is still quite some room to improve, 
which just goes to show his potential. Konaté 
does have a tendency to suffer injuries, which 
will be something Liverpool need to monitor and 
potentially improve, but if he can stay fit, the 
former Sochaux and FC Paris youngster has all 
the attributes needed to be a huge success at the 
heart of Liverpool’s defence for years to come.
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DATA VIZ
LA LIGA 2020/21: WHICH U23 PLAYERS 

CONTRIBUTED MORE GOALS TO THEIR TEAM’S TALLY?
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

Atlético Madrid won the 2020/21 La Liga on the final day of the season, finishing two points above 
city rivals Real Madrid, who finished second, and seven points above third place Barcelona. 

Sevilla finished fourth comfortably. This particular La Liga season can be remembered for the fact 
that some talented young players like Alexander Isak, Bryan Gil, Jules Koundé and Pedri stepped 
on the big stage.

The following visualisation shows which U23 player from each La Liga team contributed to the most 
goals. Goal contributions are the combined goals and assists of each player.

Alexander Isak announced himself to the world in the 20/21 season. The 21-year-old forward from 
Sweden was the only U23 player in the La Liga with more than 15 goal contributions (17 goals and 
two assists). Atlético Madrid’s João Félix was starting to show what he is capable of in his second 
season at the club with the Portugese finishing the season with 12 goal contributions (seven goals 
and five assists). Bryan Gil and Pedri are next in the list with seven and six goal contributions 
respectively. Pedri, especially, in his first season for the Barcelona senior team, excelled and is 
one of the players to watch out for next season. Rodrygo, joint third with Bryan Gil, had seven goal 
contributions. He struggled for game time but whenever given the chance he showed what he is 
capable of. Samuel Chukweze is another notable name in the list. Cádiz and Elche were the only 
two teams with no goal contributors aged 23 or under.
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There are many ways for young players to get 
into the professional game. Going through 

a pro academy is the most common one, while 
others transition to senior football at a low level 
and then grow from there. In the case of Kelvin 
Pius John, the path has been different.

The 2003-born forward, dubbed as the ‘Tanzanian 
Mbappé’ in his analysis by The Guardian, chose 
to leave his country to study and develop as 
a footballer Brooke House College Football 
Academy in Leicestershire, UK. Away from the 
spotlight, he has grown into one of the most 
promising African players and, having just turned 
18, has just signed his first professional contract 
with Genk in the Belgian Pro League. In this 
tactical analysis, we’ll see what he can bring to 
his new club.

PLAYER PROFILE
John is a right-footed forward who’s usually 

used as the centre-forward in a 4-2-3-1 or 4-3-
3 formation. Standing at 179cm / 5’10’’ and with 
an athletic and slim build, John’s main attributes 
are his lighting pace and explosiveness.

Despite being theoretically the lone forward in 
his team, John tends to move all around the 
final third and benefits from playing with other 
forwards who can occupy central positions or 
midfielders who arrive at the box. His speed 
is very valuable when drifting wide and he can 
also be used on either wing, from where he can 
dribble, create and get into scoring positions too.

In his heatmap, we see that John participates a 
lot in the second line and tends to drift left more 
than right. Like Mbappé, he’s intelligent to play in 
tight spaces and benefits from dropping deep to 
then use his pace to get ahead of defenders with 
runs from those deeper positions.

Apart from his mobility and speed, John has 
proven so far that he has an eye for goal and 
the football IQ needed to create things for his 
teammates. When combining all these traits, we 
start understanding why he’s being compared to 
the France and PSG star.

LIGHTNING PACE
As mentioned in the first section of this tactical 

analysis, John’s best attribute and the one 
that makes him stand out from the crowd is his 
pace. Even when playing against players up 
to 2.5 years older than him in the 2021 Africa 
U-20 Cup of Nations, he still showed his pace is 
almost unmatched at that level. An effortless and 
elegant runner, John seems to easily outpace 
rivals to gain an advantage of balls that would be 
impossible for most players.

The next two examples show how impressive his 
speed is and the difference with players of similar 
age. In the first one, we see John running for a 
ball that has been played to the right side. He’s 
4-5 yards behind his rival but in the end, he gets 
to the ball first and leaves the defender behind.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-1.png
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In the second one, a long ball is played to the 
head of his teammate and John starts his run 
despite being very far from the rival defenders. 
The second part of the sequence shows the first 
touch after the head flick. John has recovered the 
disadvantage he had and got to the ball before 
both defenders despite them being well ahead at 
the beginning of the play. 

John’s movements couldn’t happen without his 
excellent pace but he has much more than it. In 
the next section of this scout report, we’ll focus 
on the movements he makes and what they bring 
to his team’s tactics.

CREATING AND 
ATTACKING SPACES

John is gifted with a great football IQ and 
seems to be a well-educated player overall. 

He’s intelligent to spot free spaces and uses his 
pace to take advantage of them whenever he 
can. With these intelligent movements, he also 
creates spaces for his teammates to play in and 
gives them solutions when they don’t know what 
to do with the ball.

Starting his movements from a slightly deep 
position, he creates the separation he needs to 
be unmarked but knowing he can recover that 
distance in a race with the defender. This allows 
him to receive to his feet with some space to turn, 
as we’ll cover in the next section of the analysis, 
and gives him a good overview of where spaces 
are running into them.

When his team is progressing through central 
areas, John often runs the channels between the 
centre-back and the full-back or between both 
centre-backs, offering a good solution for his 
teammate on the ball to make a through pass. 
His pace also allows him to still get to passes 
that are slightly overhit, making it even easier for 
the passer to succeed.

The previous image is a good example of these 
runs. With a teammate reaching the final third 
with the ball under control, John first offers a 
good option to play it to his feet as he’s a couple 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-2.png 
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-3.png 
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-4.png 
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-5.png 
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of yards away from the defensive line. But as 
soon as a rival steps out to mark him, he quickly 
turns and attacks the space between centre-
backs with a diagonal run. The pass is played 
to the left side of the box and John gets it while 
also attracting both centre-backs and leaving his 
teammate unmarked.

John is always the easy option to create something 
during the buildup or when deep teammates are 
under pressure. Playing off the shoulder of the last 
defender, he’s always an option to play long balls 
over the defensive line and there are also good 
chances that he can get at the end of his team’s 
clearances if they’re good and powerful enough.

The next sequence shows what’s just been said. 
In the first picture, the ball has just been cleared 
away by Tanzania U20 and John is conscious of 
the chance he has and immediately starts his run 
despite his rivals having some advantage. The 
second picture shows the moment John gets 
to the ball, leaving behind the defenders and 
scoring with his left foot. With his pace and sense 
of opportunity, John transformed a clearance into 
an assist.

John’s movements aren’t only aimed at spaces 
behind the defensive line. Being a striker, he 
shows a good understanding of creating and 
attacking, free spaces inside the box and uses 
his speed to gain the extra advantage he needs 
to receive the ball in good scoring positions. He’s 
usually positioned in the blind spot of the defender 
and chooses the exact moment to make his run, 
leaving no time to react and anticipating lots of 
times. Let’s see some examples.

In the next image, we see Tanzania U20’s attack 
coming from the right side, with John starting the 
play on the opposite side. As soon as the ball 
is played to the right, he senses a cross could 
be coming and sprints towards the near post to 
anticipate the defender. Note how he starts his 
movement from a position that’s very difficult to 
control for the centre-back and once he realizes 
what John is doing it’s too late to react because 
of his pace.

As he starts his runs from deeper positions than 
a normal striker would, he has the best overview 
to decide if he has to accelerate to anticipate or 
stop and time his run to create separation from 
the defenders. This allows him to appear in a 
second wave and completely free when the ball 
reaches the goal line.

The next one is a good example of these late 
runs. Instead of trying to anticipate in the near post 
where there isn’t much space or attacking the far 
post, a position already occupied by his teammate, 
John slows down his run and lets the defenders 
get away from him. The lobbed cross finds him 
completely free and he heads it into the post.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-6.png 
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-7.png 
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-8.png 
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All these intelligent movements lead John to 
register 0.67 xG per 90, a very good figure for 
a player who isn’t a pure 9 and not playing for 
a dominating team. His finishing is also great 
and he scores 0.75 goals per 90, using both legs 
to calmly place the ball near the posts but also 
showing some powerful long-range shots that 
can trouble goalkeepers. As we’ll see in the next 
section of the tactical analysis, he adds good 
assisting numbers to that.

CREATIVITY: DRIBBLING 
AND ASSISTING

John’s playing style involves a lot of dropping 
deep and playing in the second line. As we 

mentioned before in this scout report, he likes to 
create separation by coming to the second line and 
generating spaces for himself to attack afterwards.

But these movements are also aimed to receive 
the ball and combine with his teammates, using 
his good technique and body shape to receive 
between the lines, turn and try to create from there. 

When running towards the ball possessor. John 
keeps an open body shape and is always ready 
to receive on the half-turn, ready to face the 
goal and drive the ball forward. His speed and 
control mean he can break lines and carry the 
ball through central areas.

We see a good example in the next screenshot. 
John receives the ball almost in midfield and turns 

with just one touch. After that, he accelerates 
and rushes past three rival players to reach the 
edge of the box.

 

Once he’s around the box, John has good 
resources to attract players and assist his 
teammates. With 0.23 xA per 90, he’s capable 
of creating chances from the striker position, 
especially when given some space to run at 
defenders and drag them out of position.

In the next picture, we see a nice example of 
how John attracts players with the clear intention 
of freeing a teammate and assisting him. He 
drives the ball from left to right at the edge of the 
box and fakes a shot, attracting the attention of 
two defenders who try to block him. But instead 
of shooting, he plays a short pass to the right, 
where his teammate is in a much better position.

 

With his overview of the pitch and technical 
abilities, John can also create from crosses. 
He knows where his teammates are all the time 
and picks good locations when he crosses so 
he doesn’t need much space and time to create 
chances this way. Knowing where the players 
are, he just needs the necessary space to strike 
the ball without needing to raise his head and 
check the position of the players in the box. With 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-9.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-10.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/mario-husillos-11.png
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his acceleration, it’s easy for him to create that 
minimal space he needs.

John is also a very good player in tight spaces, 
even in situations where his pace doesn’t make a 
difference. His touch is very good and combines 
quickly, creating danger in small pockets of space 
at the edge of the box. With good players around 
him, he would excel in these combinations.

The example shown next helps us understand 
how John spots the chance to create with quick 
combinations. Here, he receives the ball just 
inside the box. His body position is good and he’s 
already in a good position to control and shoot 
with his first touch. But the player who made the 
first pass makes a good run into the box and 
John knows the best option is to complete the 
one-two, creating a great chance after attracting 
the rival defenders.

Finally, and as we would expect for a player 
compared to Mbappé, John is also a great 
dribbler. When he has space, he just needs a 
touch to get the ball forward and use his speed 
to get past defenders. And in tight spaces, he’s 
skilled to create spaces and force defenders to 
commit to one side before dribbling to the other.

The example below is also one of his trademark 
moves. He likes to fake crosses from the left side 
to make a ‘Cruyff turn’ and leave the defender 
behind. With just that space and his acceleration, 
he manages to get away from rivals and get into 
even better positions, and if the rival decides 
not to block the cross, then he’s also capable of 
assisting without dribbling.

 

We’ve already mentioned some of John’s key 
stats in this scout report but it’s good to show the 
ones together. In his matches with Tanzania U20 
and U17, he has managed to register 0.96 goal 
contributions per 90 - 0.75 goals and 0.21 assists 
- from 90 expected goal contributions - 0.67 xG 
and 0.23 xA. Being capable of translating all his 
good characteristics into goals is the key aspect 
that makes John stand out from other quick and 
skilled players.

CONCLUSION
John’s path into professional football hasn’t 

been the traditional one but seems to be 
paying off so far. Leaving Tanzania to play and 
study in the UK without being attached to a 
professional club has helped him to grow into 
a very good footballer without the pressure of 
progressing through the ranks at a club and all 
the stress that brings to young players.

Now, after turning 18 last month, John has decided 
to join Genk as his first step in professional 
football. There were strong rumours linking him 
to Anderlecht, coached by the former Man City 
star Vincent Kompany, but he has decided to join 
one of their rivals. Genk is also known as a great 
development club and he’ll have all the support 
he needs, especially after being recommended 
by the former Genk and Aston Villa striker Ally 
Samatta. If he’s capable of showing all his pace 
and skill in a league like the Belgian, he’ll be 
quickly linked to some of the best clubs in Europe.
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Everyone loves a good football story, especially 
when the underdog wins in the end. And 

we have just seen Brentford’s romantic happy 
ending with the beginning of their adventure in 
the Premier League. Their first-ever promotion to 
the EPL was earned under Thomas Frank, who 
took charge in 2018 and has transformed the 
team, leading them to their biggest achievement 
after their promotion back in 1834/35. 

That was only possible thanks to a great team 
effort and an outstanding individual performance 
by their leading goalscorer Ivan Toney who was 
the main reason for their attacking efficiency in 
the 2020/21 season.

His 33 goals and ten assists weren’t enough 
for the team to win the Championship, though, 
and after finishing third in the league they had 
to compete in the promotion play-offs, defeating 
Bournemouth in the semi-finals and then getting 
past Swansea to finally make it to the Premier 
League.

With outstanding attacking performance, they 
ended the season as the league’s top scorers 
with 84 goals, which compensated for their 
defensive vulnerabilities and allowed them to 
reach a historical debut in the top tier. 

This tactical analysis looks into their journey 
to the EPL and examines Frank’s tactics that 
transformed Brentford into a well-balanced team 
that will compete among England’s top 20 clubs 
in the 2021/22 campaign.

MAIN TRAITS
Frank’s most used formation is the 4-3-

3, although he did switch to a back three 
towards the end of the season and stuck to a 
3-5-2/3-4-1-2 in the last few games. The Danish 
coach implemented a possession-based and 
attack-minded style of play where the team 

would try to control the tempo and have more 
of the ball. They would frequently involve the 
goalkeeper David Raya in retaining possession 
as they would circulate the ball at the back until 
they open the passing lanes and start their build-
up play.

Their ball progression happens through positional 
play as the players constantly do rotations and go 
out of position, showing flexibility and adjusting 
depending on their opponents’ movement. 
That’s why their structure in possession often 
looks disjointed but is quite successful as they 
manage to drag players out of position, open 
the passing lanes and progress the ball through 
quick combinations.

They use the different channels to build up from 
the back. They often try to exploit the wide areas 
with the full-backs or the wing-backs depending 
on their set-up. Having good coverage on the 
flanks is very important for their actions in the 
advanced areas as they help in overloading the 
opposition’s half and provide additional options 
in attack. Their movement often allows the 
wingers more freedom to cut inside and overload 
the central areas. 

Frank relies on the rotation of his starting XI, and 
there were only three players with 40+ games 
last season – the keeper Raya Martin, the top 
goalscorer Toney and the left centre-back Ethan 
Pinnock. The manager, though, knows how to 
use his players’ strengths well and has adjusted 
his tactics well enough so he can get the best out 
of this squad.

BALL PROGRESSION
Brentford started using a back-three in 

possession mid-season even when they 
were employed in a 4-3-3. That helped the coach 
test out their strengths and weaknesses in that 
set-up and eventually led to completely switching 
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to the 3-5-2 in which they played in their last ten 
games, finishing undefeated in that formation.

In either of the schemes, their possession-based 
approach sees them patiently building up from 
the back and trying to bypass the opposition’s 
press with a lot of movement until they are 
able to reach the advanced areas. While they 
switched to building up with three men in efforts 
to employ more players forward, they still used 
the goalkeeper as an additional passing option, 
so they can retain possession for longer and 
engage players in pressing so they can open the 
passing lanes.

Building up with a back three. The centre-back 
passed the ball forward but the passing lanes 
were closed and the midfielder was forced to 
send the ball back.

The centre-back was then pressed which forced 
him to involve the goalkeeper as a passing option.

Their structure in possession was changing 
depending on the opposition. With the keeper’s 
involvement, they would often employ the full-
backs in a more advanced position and make one 
of the midfielders join the centre-backs, forming 

a diamond. That gives the team more freedom 
in attack, often having a numerical advantage in 
the opposition half, thanks to the full-backs/wing-
backs advanced position and the wingers who 
would move around and often position centrally.

Building up from the back with one of the 
midfielders dropping back to provide additional 
passing option and form a back-three. Jensen 
receives the ball and drags the opposition out, 
opening the passing lanes and allowing his 
teammates to occupy the central areas.

Before switching to a back-three approach, 
Brentford would often have the full-backs in their 
half, with most of the build-up movement being 
executed by the midfielders.

The players that help the most in their ball 
progression efforts are the midfielders Mathias 
Jensen and Josh Dasilva. While Jensen has a 
more box-to-box role and tends to send long 
balls forward, Dasilva relies on close control and 
always looks to provide additional options in the 
build-up through his movement. His dribbling 
allows him to carry the ball forward, and his half-
space positioning puts him in quality positions for 
providing through balls, key passes and even for 
shooting.

ATTACKING VENTURES
Brentford have been quite successful in attack, 

thanks to their front three of Ivan Toney and 
the wingers Bryan Mbeumo and Sergi Canós, 
who would help with ball progression on the flanks 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/1-Lorihanna.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/2-Lorihanna.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/3-Lorihanna.png
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and also with providing a threat in the final third.
As mentioned, Toney was the key man in attack, 
but the wingers’ movement has been important 
for his success too. The RW Mbeumo would go 
up and down the right flank in efforts to advance 
the ball, but then, instead of crossing, he’d often 
move into the half-spaces and provide a direct 
threat to the goal. Canós, on the other side, is 
the more creative player, who would provide 
width and supply his teammates with crosses, 
but also use his smart positioning for creative 
passing centrally. 

Canós who played as a left wing-back, switched 
positions with the LCMF Marcondes and cut 
inside. He then provided a well-measured 
through ball to Toney who was positioned at the 
back of the defence.

While they do have different roles, they have both 
been successful on the goal. Mbeumo finished 
the season with eight goals and ten assists, while 
Canós contributed with nine goals and eight assists.

The team prefer overloading the central 
areas and attacking through them using smart 
movement and passes and aim to free the wide 
spaces for the full-backs/wing-backs to move in. 
Brentford are among the top teams in terms of 
creative passing, completing 5.98 smart passes 
on average per game. 

While they are patient in their build-up, they 
do have a more aggressive approach in the 
advanced areas where they rely on pace and 
quick movement. Their anticipation skills make 
them successful on a counter too, as they often 

gain possession through their pressing and are 
able to quickly counter-attack. Their actions 
are often successful due to their tendency to 
commit more players to attack. That gives them 
more passing options in the final third and more 
explosiveness in front of the goal.

Their set-piece performance is a crucial part of 
their attacking strategy too. With them scoring 12 
goals from set-plays in the 2020/21 season and 
having a 100% conversion rate on their penalty 
kicks. They have scored 11/11 penalties, with 
Toney being responsible for nine of them. The 
forward’s aerial presence is also very important for 
their success, although the defenders contribute 
quite well in the air during attacking set-pieces.

PRESSING AND 
DEFENSIVE TRANSITIONS
The team’s pressing efforts often start high 

with Toney and Mbeumo pressing on the 
oppositions’ defenders and trying to trouble their 
build-up from the back. They switch between 
man-to-man marking to zonal marking depending 
on the occasion, especially when their opponents 
try to overload certain areas.

One of their strengths in gaining back possession 
is their aerial presence. They often force the 
opposition into sending long balls over the top 
through their pressing and use the opportunity to 
win the ball back in the air. 

Their defensive line stays considerably high, 
which can be considered as one of their weak 
points, as whenever their pressing efforts fail, 
they do experience difficulties in covering depth 
and dropping back in a timely manner. This also 
happens when overcommitting players to the 
attacking set-plays. They often don’t have men 
at the back to cover the counter and fall victim to 
the speedy turnovers. 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/4-Lorihanna.png
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They wouldn’t lose the ball too often, compared to 
the other Championship teams, but their losses 
often led to their opponents creating goalscoring 
opportunities. 

The defender was pressurised and sent a risky 
pass forward which allowed the opposition to 
recover the ball and expose the gap that had 
occurred centrally underlying Brentford’s lack of 
awareness on a counter.

BEST PERFORMERS
As already mentioned, Ivan Toney has been 

their key player throughout the season, with 
43 goal contributions. While he was responsible 
for converting their chances into goals, he also 
created many opportunities for his teammates 
and was crucial for the rotations in the final third. 
Expectedly, his biggest impact has been in the 
box, where he would use his smart positioning 
and aerial abilities to provide a direct threat. But 
his movement back to the central line would 
often help in ball progression, while his half-
space occupation allows the team more freedom 
and boosts their creativity in attack.

Toney’s average shotmap showing his smart 
positioning.

Toney’s 2020/21 heatmap, showing his 
movement back to the central line where he 
supports the ball progression.

He’s involved in 7.3 aerial duels on average per 
game, which helps him to hold on to the ball and 
retain possession under pressure. He’s used 
as a target man and with his 42.9% success 
in the air allows him to receive long balls and 
retain possession until his teammates provide 
passing options in front of the goal or he moves 
into a quality goalscoring position. It also results 
in headed attempts. His spatial awareness is 
crucial in the advanced areas as he can set his 
teammates up with well-measured through balls.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/5-Lorihanna.png
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Pinock tried bypassing the press with a long 
ball over the top, targeting Toney, who could 
use his hold up play to retain possession while 
his teammates move forward and provide more 
options in the final third.

The Englishman also contributes from the 
penalty spot where a few of his goals came from.

Pinnock was the other player trusted by the 
coach and despite his defensive position and 
responsibilities, it was his build-up play involvement 
that earned him a regular starting XI spot. The 
28-year-old centre-back is a distinguished 
passer and is one of the main men in Brentford’s 
possession-based approach. As a ball-playing 
defender, he helps in circulating the ball at the 
back as well as in advancing it through short pass 
combinations with the midfielders. He combines 
well with the goalkeeper whenever pressurised, 
but also sends long balls in efforts to quickly deliver 
the ball forward and bypass the press.

Like Toney, he is crucial in the air, both defensively 
and in attack. He gets involved in attacking set-
pieces where he tries to gain an advantage for the 
team with his aerial presence and helps them in 
creating goalscoring opportunities. Defensively, his 
aerial abilities provide more solidity both in defending 
set-plays but also from open play, whenever the 
opposition play long balls over the top.

He is solid at blocking the ball and clearing it 
out of defence, while he also contributes to their 
pressing strategy with 12.84 recoveries and 5.7 
interceptions on average per game.

CONCLUSION
Thomas Frank built a flexible team with smart 

attacking movement which can unlock even 
the best defences. The back-three formation 
allows them to successfully employ their attacking 
strategy and overload the opposition’s half in 
efforts to retain possession and find pockets to 
expose their opponents. With a distinguished 
attacking trio who converted their chances into 
goals, the team reached their first-ever promotion 
to the Premier League as the top scorers in the 
Championship.

Their attacking approach and press intensity 
make them a suitable addition to the top-flight, as 
they will increase the dynamics even more and 
make the environment even more competitive.
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After guiding Strasbourg to a safe, 15th place 
finish in Ligue 1 this past season, Thierry 

Laurey’s five-year spell as RC Strasbourg 
manager came to an end in late May. Less than a 
week after his departure, Les Coureurs announced 
that former Rennes boss Julien Stéphan would 
replace Laurey at Stade de la Meinau. 

Stéphan’s more-than-two-year tenure in charge 
of Rennes, during which he guided the Brittany-
based club to the UEFA Champions League, 
concluded in March following a difficult period of 
results for the club, with the 40-year-old coach 
explaining that his decision to resign was made 
“with a heavy heart”. 

Looking ahead to the 2021/22 campaign, the 
highly-regarded manager’s new challenge begins 
with a club that finished the 2020/21 season nine 
places below his former club. However, when he 
initially took the reins at Roazhon Park, Rennes 
were in 14th place, so a similar position to the 
one Strasbourg ended last term in. 

So, can Stéphan engineer similar growth at 
Strasbourg as he did at Rennes? In this tactical 
analysis piece, we’ll look into Strasbourg’s squad 
and how they may fit Stéphan’s potential tactics, 
while we’ll also provide some analysis of key 
aspects of Stéphan’s philosophy, based on his 
time at Rennes. 

STÉPHAN’S PHILOSOPHY 
Stéphan ideally prefers to play a possession-

based game. He has spoken openly in the 
past about his admiration for coaches in the ilk 
of Manchester City boss Pep Guardiola and 
new boss of Serie A side Lazio, Mauricio Sarri, 
describing these two managers as “sources of 
inspiration” both in terms of their implementation 
of the principles of positional play in possession, 
as well as their aggressive pressing in transition 
to defence. 

The new Strasbourg boss slowly moved his 
Rennes side in this direction during his time at 
Roazhon Park, as is evident from the fact that they 
retained an average of 57.4% possession this 
past season, but just 49.5% the season before. 

This change between the 2019/20 season and 
the 2020/21 season saw Rennes go from being a 
more transition-based side to a more possession-
based side and one key part of achieving that 
was the addition of Steven Nzonzi to the squad, 
who spent the last 18 months on loan at Rennes 
from Roma. 

Nzonzi played a very specific, key role in 
Stéphan’s side during his time at Rennes. This 
specifically saw him play a central role in Rennes’ 
possession game, with the vast majority of 
Rennes’ passes going through Nzonzi as the ‘6’. 
Thanks to his calmness and quality on the ball, 
Stéphan tasked Nzonzi with playing far more 
passes under pressure than any other Rennes 
player, as well as many of Rennes’ progressive 
passes. 

Before acquiring Nzonzi, Rennes usually played 
with a double-pivot in either a 4-2-3-1 or a 4-4-2 
with deep 6s and relied more on counter-attacks 
than positional attacks, whereas after signing 
Nzonzi, Rennes typically played with a 4-1-4-1 
and relied more on positional attacks. 

This highlights an important aspect of Stéphan’s 
philosophy and personality - he is flexible. The 
40-year-old Frenchman has his ideal way of 
playing, which we’ve discussed, but as he’s put 
it himself in the past, “it is not possible to play 
Guardiola everywhere”. In other words, if the 
conditions aren’t right for Stéphan’s ideal style 
of play, he doesn’t force a certain style out of 
principle - he is adaptable and good at assessing 
the tools he has available to him before deciding 
on the best way to do the job. On arrival at 
Rennes, Stéphan stressed “pragmatism”, 
explaining that “for now, the team is based on 
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solid foundations”, which only began to change 
over a year after his arrival.  

So, the presence of a well-rounded 6 who can 
dictate play and two good ball-playing centre-
backs are important for Stéphan, but regardless 
of whether his Rennes side were more 
possession-based or more transition-based, 
some aspects of Stéphan’s playing philosophy 
remained consistent, and this helps analyse how 
he’ll set up at Strasbourg.

Stéphan loves slow passing during the build-up 
phase, he loves positional fluidity in possession, 
he loves to create lots of options for the passers, 
through his team’s offensive shape which 
generally has several short passing options, a 
long passing option freeing himself up via a run 
in behind the opposition backline, and prioritises 
holding width on the opposite side of the pitch to 
create an option for a switch.

Strasbourg’s new manager could be described 
as a calculated risk-taker. If he judges the odds 
to be in his favour, then he’s happy for his 
players to take risks but he is cautious, first and 
foremost. This is why his teams tend to play lots 
of progressive passes during the ball progression 
and chance creation phases to try and open 
the opposition defence, but also always tend 
to have a very high pass completion rate - and 
progressive pass completion rate. 

Stéphan wants his team to play accurate short 
passes first and foremost. His teams are very 
patient and cautious, so Strasbourg fans can 
expect a high pass completion to be prioritised 
with Stéphan, but where this manager excels is in 
his ability to get his team forging good progressive 
and creative passing options that aren’t very 
risky, through the shape and movement that his 
tactics create.

As his comments on Guardiola and Sarri 
would suggest, Stéphan loves his side to press 

aggressively in transition to defence, while 
his Rennes team was generally active and 
somewhat aggressive without the ball in the high 
block. We’ll take a closer look at the defensive 
tactics Stéphan has deployed in the past later 
in this tactical analysis, but it’s important to note 
that in addition to generally keeping a fairly low 
PPDA, Stéphan’s sides tend to prioritise control 
of the centre out of possession and will generally 
only press aggressively if they can do so while 
maintaining their compact shape and control of 
the centre. 

However, game state affects this a lot. When 
trailing late on in a game, Stéphan is far more 
likely to risk losing control of the centre and 
committing more men to the aggressive, high 
press to try and win the ball in a more dangerous 
position. This is all part of the Frenchman’s 
calculated risk-taker nature. 

Stéphan’s attack and how Strasbourg’s squad 
could fit specific roles

In figure 1, we see how Rennes typically lined up 
in possession under Stéphan, with Nzonzi usually 
operating in front of the two centre-backs but 
sometimes dropping in between them, the full-
backs advancing to provide width, the wingers 
coming inside, forming a box with Rennes’ 8s. 

This shape tells us a lot about Stéphan’s principles 
of play in possession. Firstly, in ball progression, 
Rennes generally utilised either a 3-2 base with 
the 6 dropping in between the centre-backs and 
the 8s holding their position, or a 2-1-2 central 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Fintan-OReilly-1.png
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shape with the 6 linking the centre-backs to the 
8s who would sit higher. This shape created lots 
of short passing options for the centre-backs and 
the 6. 

The full-backs would tend to hold width on their 
respective wing regardless of which side the 
ball was on, to make themselves available for 
the switch, which Stéphan liked his side to hit 
regularly after overloading the opposite wing, 
while the front three would offer different forward 
passing options via their alternating movements. 
One of the attackers would make runs in behind, 
while another dropped deeper to create a 
different option for the ball carrier, for example. 

Additionally, while Stéphan doesn’t like his side 
to play many long balls, and Strasbourg fans 
should expect far fewer long balls next term, 
he does like to give his ball carrier the option 
of doing so and generally plays a good aerial 
threat up front to facilitate this. Both Serhou 
Guirassy and M’Baye Niang performed this role 
at times during Stéphan’s Rennes tenure, and 
Strasbourg’s top goalscorer last season Ludovic 
Ajorque is a viable option for this role. The striker 
is very aerially dominant and can hold the ball 
up well.

In figure 2, we see an example of Rennes’ build-
up shape under Stéphan with Nzonzi positioned 
higher. The left centre-back had three short 
passing options near him, in the form of Nzonzi, 
the left-back, and the near-sided 8. However, 
he also had the longer passing option that the 
centre-forward offered by shifting over to the 

same vertical line as him. While the opposition 
marked the near passing options, they failed to 
deal with the centre-forward’s movement and 
this was the option that Rennes managed to 
progress through. 

The far-sided 8 also began making a run in 
behind as this centre-forward shifted over to the 
left, dragging the opposition defence with him, 
highlighting how Stéphan’s side is constantly 
reacting to one another’s movements to create 
more options for the ball carrier. That is a key part 
of Stéphan’s offensive tactics - creating as many 
options for the ball carrier as possible, especially 
the centre-backs and 6 in the ball progression 
phase, with these players spending more time 
on the ball than any other player in Stéphan’s 
system. If a player isn’t one of the obvious short 
passing options, they are thinking about how 
they can become a long passing option. 

Some of the biggest areas that Laurey’s 
Strasbourg stylistically differed from Stéphan’s 
Rennes are dribbles and pass types. Regardless 
of playing style, Stéphan’s Rennes generally 
made a lot more dribbles, progressive runs and 
short passes than Laurey’s Strasbourg, while 
Laurey’s Strasbourg tended to play far more 
long balls and make much fewer dribbles than 
Stéphan’s side. You could describe a Stéphan 
side as being much more careful than a Laurey 
side. 

As mentioned, Stéphan prioritises pass 
completion in possession, which sees his side 
play a lot of short, accurate passes. This was 
particularly important amongst Rennes’ centre-
backs and central midfielders. Stéphan would’ve 
undoubtedly liked working with Mohamed 
Simakan, who thrives in this area, however, 
the 21-year-old centre-back is on the move to 
Bundesliga side RB Leipzig this summer. As 
a result, perhaps centre-back is an area that 
Stéphan would like his new club to think about 
making acquisitions this summer, while it’s also 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Fintan-OReilly-2.png
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possible that the 40-year-old, who is renowned 
for his work with young players, could introduce 
22-year-old Duplexe Tchamba to Strasbourg’s 
first-team squad.  

However, as a potential starting duo, assuming 
Stéphan sticks with a back-four as he has done 
in the past, Stefan Mitrović and Alexander Djiku 
are two centre-back options who perform very 
well in terms of pass completion, as well as aerial 
duel success which is an area that any manager 
will want his centre-backs to be strong. As a 
result, based on Strasbourg’s current options, 
Djiku as a right centre-back and Mitrović as a left 
centre-back seems a likely pairing that could suit 
Stéphan. 

As for central midfield, none of Strasbourg’s 
midfielders pass as much as Nzonzi did for 
Rennes last season, as Laurey’s tactics put 
less of an emphasis on the 6 in build-up, ball 
progression, and even chance creation as 
Stéphan did. We want to highlight two players 
in particular when talking about the 6 role for 
Stéphan - Jean-Eudes Aholou and Sanjin Prcić. 

Aholou is set to return to Monaco next season 
following his season-long loan at Strasbourg in 
the 2020/21 campaign, however, he performed 
well in terms of pass completion with Strasbourg 
last season, primarily playing as a 6, and so, 
he may not be a bad option for this position if 
Strasbourg can lure him back for another term. 
However, Aholou isn’t perfect for this position 
either, he’s not as well-rounded as a player like 
Nzonzi and doesn’t offer as much in terms of 
progressive passes, long passes, passes under 
pressure, or progressive carries. So there are 
still some question marks about his suitability. 

Prcić, a former Rennes player, is a very interesting 
talking point looking ahead to Stéphan at 
Strasbourg, given that he hasn’t played regularly 
for any club since leaving Rennes in the 2017/18 
campaign, enjoying just 345 league minutes for 

Les Coureurs last season. However, his profile 
would, in theory, suit a Stéphan side very well, 
in either the 6 position or a more advanced 8 
position. 

The Bosnia and Herzegovina international is an 
excellent progressive passer and long passer 
with a good pass completion rate, while he’s also 
a good ball carrier. Whether or not he has the 
defensive discipline and game-reading quality 
of an Nzonzi will likely be the deciding factor as 
to whether or not Prcić really can occupy the 6 
position in this team but in terms of his on-the-
ball quality, he presents a viable option and an 
exciting one, given his lack of prevalence in 
recent seasons. 

In figure 3, we see an example of Prcić playing 
as a 6 for Strasbourg last season in possession, 
however, he had a base of three centre-backs 
behind him. Stéphan has always played with two 
centre-backs, with the 6 sometimes dropping into 
the centre as a third centre-back during the ball 
progression phase, however, this 3-1 or even a 
3-2 base could be more suitable if playing Prcić 
in the same role as Nzonzi is too risky and if 
Strasbourg are unable to sign a better option for 
the 6 role. Given Stéphan’s typical risk-aversion, 
we feel that this could be a likely move.

This 3-1 base could be achieved through playing 
three centre-backs or through shifting a full-back 
centrally in possession, which may be something 
Stéphan should consider with this Strasbourg 
side, as the full-backs currently at Stade de la 
Meinau don’t carry the ball upfield as much as 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Fintan-OReilly-3.png
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his full-backs at Rennes did, especially since 
Kenny Lala’s departure. They do have good 
progressive passers, who haven’t proven to be 
great progressive carriers, at full-back, however, 
like left-back Anthony Caci, who could transition 
into an outside centre-back role in this particular 
phase. 

Prcić is also very good at switching play, and 
while this was part of Nzonzi’s role at Rennes 
under Stéphan, it was very common to see the 8s, 
and Benjamin Bourigeaud in particular, switching 
play regularly under Stéphan. This was a result 
of Stéphan’s offensive tactics which saw his 
team overload one side of the pitch while having 
one player, either a winger or an overlapping full-
back, holding the width on the underloaded side, 
ready to receive the switch. 

We see an example of Stéphan’s side pulling off 
a switch to the wide player holding width on the 
underloaded flank via Bourigeaud in figure 4. Yes, 
Stéphan loves lots of short accurate passes in all 
possession phases of play but that short passing 
is purposeful. One reason for that short passing 
is to overload one wing, draw the opposition 
over via quick, short passing interchanges while 
creating an opportunity to switch play. This is a 
result of Stéphan’s prioritisation of short, accurate 
passing which inevitably sees players position 
themselves closely together and his offensive 
shape which creates many options, both close 
and far, to the ball carrier. One of these options 
is always on the opposite wing, due to the width-
providers positioning themselves very wide at all 
times to take advantage of opportunities like this. 

Figure 5 shows Prcić pulling off a switch in 
a similar style to Bourigeaud, in Strasbourg 
colours last season. He’s got the passing range, 
vision, and confidence to pull off passes like 
this regularly and this is something Stéphan will 
undoubtedly appreciate and want to use. 

As well as Prcić, Dimitri Liénard loves playing 
these types of passes, having done so with 
Strasbourg frequently last season. Figure 6 
shows Liénard switching play, again, from a 
similar position and in a similar situation to the 
ones Stéphan set up for Bourigeaud during his 
time at Rennes. 

So, Strasbourg’s central midfielders offer qualities 
that Stéphan will appreciate. We feel that Liénard 
and Prcić should both have an important role in 
this squad, as either two 8s with a Nzonzi-style 6 
behind them or as a double-pivot in either a 4-4-
2 with deep 6s or a 4-2-3-1.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Fintan-OReilly-4.png
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As we see with Jérémy Doku in figure 7, it was 
common to see Stéphan’s wingers drop deep 
to help carry the ball upfield both in the ball 
progression phase and transition to attack. This 
saw these players take on a lot of dribbles, so 
their dribbling quality was very important. 

Jean-Ricner Bellegarde is a versatile midfielder 
who has been utilised on both wings, as well as 
central midfield during his time at Strasbourg. 
Notably, he’s a great ball carrier and loves 
dropping into positions like the one we saw 
Doku occupying in figure 7, and the one we see 
Bellegarde occupying in figure 8. We feel he may 
be best suited to a role on the wing in Stéphan’s 
system thanks to his ball-carrying tendencies, 
perhaps on the right, with Habib Diallo on the 
left, acting as more of a second striker than a 
true winger. 

Stéphan often plays different types of wingers 
on either side. With Rennes, he utilised 
Raphinha and, later, Doku as more traditional 
wingers, while he utilised players like Romain 
Del Castillo and Martin Terrier more as second 
strikers coming inside from the left-wing. This 
is something we expect him to continue with 

Strasbourg, especially as the personnel available 
to him make this relatively easy. Bellegarde will 
dribble a lot and play a lot of crosses, aiming for 
Ajorque, who’s an excellent target man to have 
thanks to his aerial dominance. Ajorque can 
occupy multiple opposition defenders due to his 
movement and presence, which could create 
space for Diallo to attack via late runs to the 
back post. This is something Stéphan utilised at 
Rennes, with Terrier and Del Castillo making late 
runs to take advantage of space created by the 
9 - usually Niang or Guirassy. 

STÉPHAN’S PRESSING

In figure 9, we see a typical example of 
Stéphan’s defensive shape during a low-block 

phase. We mentioned earlier that while Stéphan 
likes his side to press aggressively, he generally 
prioritises control of the centre above all else and 
we see how he achieved this by packing central 
midfield full of bodies here. 

Stéphan doesn’t like his side to drop too deep 
too early, preferring to maintain a fairly high line 
and compact shape in all defensive phases. The 
6 is tasked with covering opposition movement 
between the lines, while the wingers must sit 
narrow to provide support centrally, even at the 
expense of space out wide. However, the wingers 
do tend to position themselves to maintain access 
to the oppositions main width-providers - either 
wingers or full-backs, which can see them drop 
deeper than the central midfielders in the 4-1-4-
1 shape. Meanwhile, Stépan’s 8s sit just ahead 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Fintan-OReilly-7.png
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of the 6, maintaining access to the opposition’s 
deep-lying midfielders. Meanwhile, the centre-
forward leads the defensive line, often pressing 
opposition centre-backs or cutting the pitch in 
half while pressing high. 

Regardless of whether Stéphan lines up with a 
4-1-4-1, a 4-2-3-1, a 4-4-2, or something different 
next season with Strasbourg, expect him to set 
up with a compact shape which prioritises control 
of the centre and sees the midfield players 
orientate themselves near enough to press 
specific opposition players if the ball is played to 
them, as figure 9 provides an example of, with 
the right-sided 8 pressing the opposition’s deep, 
left central midfielder here as he receives a pass. 

Prcić and Liénard would be capable of performing 
the roles of the 8s here, with Bellegarde and Diallo 
playing as the wingers and Ajorque occupying 
the centre-forward position, should Stéphan 
look to play with a 4-1-4-1, however, a 4-4-2/4-
2-3-1 with Diallo joining Ajorque centrally and a 
different player occupying the left-wing position, 
depending on the holding midfield situation.  

In the high block, it’s common for Stéphan’s side 
to press aggressively, with the attackers and 
midfielders aggressively moving to mark the 
opposition ball-carrier’s nearest passing options 
at all times to give them less clear passing 
options, making it more difficult for them to pick a 
pass and to ultimately force a turnover. 

Rennes finished the 2020/21 season with the 
third-lowest PPDA in Ligue 1 (10.72), while 
Strasbourg had the ninth-highest PPDA in Ligue 
1 (14.65). This indicates that Rennes were one of 
the most aggressive pressing sides in France’s 
top-flight while Strasbourg pressed with fairly 
average intensity for the league. So, we’d expect 
Strasbourg’s pressing intensity to increase under 
Stéphan - how much it does, again, depends on 
Stéphan’s comfortability with the holding midfield 
position. 

CONCLUSION
To conclude this tactical analysis looking at 

Strasbourg under their new manager, we 
expect Strasbourg to be more focused on short, 
accurate passing, make far more dribbles, and 
press slightly more aggressively next season 
under Stéphan, while playing less long balls and 
engaging in fewer aerial duels. 

Stéphan will be looking to slowly shift this team to 
a more possession-based side, but that change 
isn’t necessarily going to be immediate and likely 
won’t be. The 2021/22 season will more likely 
see Strasbourg stay a primarily transition-based 
side, and as a result, continuing in the 4-2-
3-1 which they primarily used last season is a 
strong possibility. That will depend on Stéphan’s 
search for his new Nzonzi, however, how long 
that takes, and whether or not the answer is 
already at Strasbourg. We feel the answer is not 
at Strasbourg right now, but the central midfield 
options of Prcić and Liénard are interesting. They 
have the right profiles for a Stéphan side, based 
on what we saw at Rennes, and could be key for 
Strasbourg next season, along with Bellegarde, 
Ajorque, and Diallo. 

Improvements at holding midfield, full-back, 
and possibly centre-back will likely be desired 
by the 40-year-old manager, and Strasbourg’s 
progression under him will likely be dependent 
on those players, to an extent.  
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DATA VIZ
SERIE A 2020/21: PERCENTAGE OF GOALS 

SCORED BY DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

Antonio Conte’s Inter Milan won the 2020/21 league title. It was Inter’s first since 2009/10 and 
they did it in style, finishing 12 points above second placed Milan. Atalanta finished third and 

Juventus fourth, just sneaking into UEFA Champions League qualification in the last week of games. 

The following visualisation shows how the goals of each team were split across different age groups. 
The players were divided into four age groups for this purpose. These age groups include; under-23, 
23-26, 27-30 and over 30 players.

Fiorentina’s season may have been quite underwhelming, finishing 13th in the table. However, La 
Viola can take some pride in the fact that nearly 50% of their goals were scored by under-23 players, 
the highest in the division. Bologna’s under-23 players are a close second with 41% of their goals 
scored by under-23 players. Atalanta, Udinese and Lazio are the only three teams that did not have 
under-23 goal scorers at all.

It could be said that Champions Inter’s and runners-up Milan’s found the perfect balance given the 
fact that their goals were split almost equally across different age groups. For Inter, the majority of 
their goals came from 27-30 years age group but for Milan majority of their goals came from 23-26 
years age group. It is important to note that relegated Benevento were the only team with no goals 
scored by players in the 23-26 years category.
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Roma, Inter, Juventus and Napoli relied on experience for their goals as indicated by their low 
percentages of goals scored by under-23 players. Lazio also relied on experienced players for goals 
with 47% of the goals scored by players above 30 years old. Relegated Parma lacked goals from 
players in the 23-26 years category and 27-30 years category. Napoli, like Atalanta, relied on players 
in the 27-30 years category for goals.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/seriea_goals_age_groups.png
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FIVE MIDFIELDERS TO WATCH IN 2021/22

LEE SCOTT // @FMAnalysis

http://twitter.com/FMAnalysis
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In the second in this series of articles looking at 
young players to watch we will turn our attention 

towards midfielders. This time we have selected 
a variety of players from different nations and 
regions around the world and who play in slightly 
different positions to one another. We have 
not limited ourselves to just players who will 
play centrally and act as metronomes for their 
teams. Indeed, at least one of our selections 
may develop into a player who is better suited to 
playing wide in the attack.

All of our selections, however, are exceptionally 
talented.

ENZO FERNANDEZ 
20-YEARS-OLD 

DEFENSA Y JUSTICIA ON 
LOAN FROM RIVER PLATE 

ARGENTINA

Our first selection is perhaps the most 
traditional central midfielder in the group. 

Enzo Fernandez has been hugely impressive 
since moving on loan to Defensa y Justicia in 
August 2020 and by the time you are reading 
this it is entirely possible that he will already have 
been recalled by his parent club.

Capable of playing either as a ‘6’ or as an ‘8’ 
Fernandez is a creative passer who can help his 

team to play vertically through the opposition. 
In 846 minutes so far this season he has been 
averaging 55.11 passes per 90 with 17.23 
forward passes per 90, 9.89 progressive passes 
and 9.68 passes to the final third per 90.

Fernandez is a calm and composed central 
midfielder who has the innate ability to 
understand when to slow the game down and 
when to speed it up. While his first instinct on 
receiving possession is to play forward and to 
look to break a line to move the ball closer to goal 
he also understands that the best option can be 
to switch the play and play around the block.

We see an example of this here as Fernandez 
receives the ball ahead of the midfield line of 
the opposition. With three compact opponents 
ahead of him he instead switches the ball out to 
the near side and forces the opposition to slide 
their block across.

With that said, however, the thing that first 
caught my eye when watching Fernandez was 
his aggressive intent to break the lines in order 
to progress the ball towards the opposition goal. 

Here we see Fernandez in possession during 
the match against Lanus and with the opposition 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Lee-Scott-1-1.png
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in a reasonably well structured defensive block. 
When Fernandez has the ball it is worth noting 
that attacking teammates will look to make 
forward runs as they know he has the ability to 
break through lines.

Here, Fernandez plays the vertical pass that 
breaks two lines and releases the attacker for a 
chance on goal.

A similar situation here as Fernandez again is the 
player who breaks the line to create a goalscoring 
opportunity for an attacking teammate, this time 
in the match against Arsenal. As Fernandez 
moves inside into the final third he receives a 
lateral pass and again his taking possession 
triggers a run by the player on the highest line.

This player makes a diagonal movement across 
goal and Fernandez breaks the line to release 
him into space.

The first step from here for Fernandez is to return 
to River Plate and gain a regular first-team role. 
From there do not be surprised to see teams 
from La Liga, Serie A and the Premier League all 
taking interest in this midfield player.

MOHAMED CAMARA
21-YEARS-OLD
RB SALZBURG 

MALI

The pathway of young players from Africa and 
into the Red Bull system is now very well 

established and with the likes of Patson Daka 
and Enock Mwepu edging closer to big money 
moves from RB Salzburg it is Mohamed Camara, 
an all action Malian midfielder who looks set to 
take centre place at the club moving into next 
season.

Camara was originally a product of the academy 
at Real Bamako in Mali before moving to Austria 
in 2018. He initially joined FC Liefering, a feeder 
club to RB Salzburg, before enjoying a loan 
spell at TSV Hartberg. The 2019/20 season saw 
Camara start to create a name for himself in the 
first team at RB Salzburg.

Last season he played 925 minutes and had 
55.75 passes per 90 with 20.34 forward passes 
per 90, 9.63 progressive passes per 90 and 
10.51 passes to the final third per 90.
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Camara profiles best as a deep-lying midfielder 
where his passing ability and defensive 
awareness really come to the fore. If teams press 
him then he is extremely press resistant with the 
ability to turn and twist away from pressure to 
create separation and space.

In this example we see that Camara has an 
excellent range of passing that can allow him 
to access all areas of the pitch. With the Austria 
Wien block sitting deep and trying to limit space 
centrally we see Camara instead look for an 
opportunity to play around them with a diagonal 
pass to the far side of the pitch.

While Camara does have a very impressive 
range of passing he is also a creative passer 
when having to find solutions in more advanced 
areas against a low block. We see an example 
of this here as Admira Wacker have dropped into 
an extremely deep structure.

They clear the ball from the first phase of the 
attack but Camara collects the ball to begin the 
second phase. As soon as he does so there is 
a runner in motion to attack the last line from a 
deeper position. This run allows Camara to loft 
the ball behind the defence to release the runner.

In the build-up phase in deeper areas Camara 
acts as a key ball progressor with the ability to 
receive the ball and then move through the thirds, 
either in possession or through vertical passing.

We see an example of this here as his teammate 
is happy to give Camara the ball despite him 
having three players in close proximity. As 
Camara receives there are two opposition 
players who move to engage and press but 
Camara calmly takes the ball before twisting and 
accelerating through the pressure.

It is likely that Camara will spend at least one 
more season in Austria but beyond that do not 
be surprised to see him make a move to the 
German Bundesliga where his skill set would be 
a perfect fit.
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KAMAL SOWAH
21-YEARS-OLD 

OH LEUVEN ON  LOAN 
FROM LEICESTER CITY 

GHANA

Multi-club ownership groups are becoming 
more and more common within football 

British clubs especially, in a post-brexit world, 
are recognising that club partnerships can be 
a decisive strategic option. This is the case at 
Leicester City with their relationship with OH 
Leuven in Belgium. 

The ability to sign players and ‘park’ them in 
Belgium with a view to them qualifying for a British 
work permit over time can become a key factor 
in their recruitment process. We see this in the 
case of Kamal Sowah who moved to Leicester 
From the Right to Dream academy in 2018 before 
immediately moving on loan to OH Leuven.

Last season saw Sowah make significant strides 
in his development although his long term future 
could be in wide areas of the attack.

Last season Sowah played 3255 minutes as 
he averaged 38.86 passes per 90, 5.03 passes 
to the final third per 90 and 4.23 passes to the 
penalty area per 90.

Sowah is an intelligent player who has the 
capacity to make decisive runs in the final third 
in order to access space and allow his team to 
play the ball progressively. He tends to drift wide, 
even when played centrally, before then making 
quick diagonal movements to create separation 
from his markers with movements centrally.

We see this here as Sowah makes a delayed 
run into the penalty area to collect the ball. Even 
then the opposition are in a fairly well structured 
defensive block but Sowah is creative enough to 
find the solution as he spins and then clips the 
ball back to the edge of the area to find the run of 
a teammate who then strikes at goal.

Sowah is a creative passer who occupies intelligent 
positions in and around the final third with the 
ability to break the last line of the opposition 
defence either through a pass or a dribble.

Here we see a Sowah receiving the ball deeper 
from a teammate and immediately attracting 
pressure from two defensive players. This 
movement from the defenders, however, creates 
a passing angle that Sowah is able to access to 
find the attacker who is making a run on the blind 
side of a static defender.
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Sowah has the ability to slow the game down and 
rarely seems rushed when he is in possession 
of the ball. He pauses in possession and then 
allows play to develop around him before looking 
for the correct option.

Here we see Sowah having drifted into the wide 
area where he pauses and waits. A run develops 
centrally and as the runner looks to break the 
last line Sowah plays a perfectly weighted pass 
into his path.

While Sowah is developing rapidly there is still no 
guarantee that we will see him in a Leicester City 
shift. Without European football he may struggle 
to qualify for a GBE permit. As he continues to 
develop and perform, however, there will be no 
shortage of clubs interested from around Europe.

KACPER KOZLOWSKI
17-YEARS-OLD

POGON SZCZECIN
 POLAND

Some players are just born to play football 
and this feels like the case with Kacper 

Kozlowski. The 17-year-old has just returned 
from the European Championship having been 
brought off the bench in two of Poland’s group 
stage matches and thus he becomes the youngest 
ever player to feature in the competition. What is 
more impressive, however, is that one of these 
appearances came against Spain and Kozlowski 
looked completely at home amongst the talent in 
the Spanish midfield.

Kozlowski is a product of the youth system at 
his current club Pogon Szczecin and he made 
his first-team debut at just 15. It is this season, 
however, that we have seen him firmly establish 
himself as a first-team regular with 1121 minutes 
played. While the young midfielder is comfortable 
in deeper areas and can play as a ‘6’ I believe 
that his future lies as an attacking ‘8’.

Kozlowski is extremely creative in possession 
with the ability to receive the ball under pressure 
before then making movements to escape 
the press and then play progressively. He is 
aggressive in possession and displays clear 
tendencies to always look to attack when taking 
possession of the ball for his side.

Here, we see him receiving the ball under 
pressure from three opposition players. Instead 
of panicking or looking to quickly play the ball 
away to get away from pressure he instead 
receives the ball and then turns away and beats 
the deepest defender before carrying the ball 
into the opposition half.
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For a player so young Kozlowski is extremely 
calm and composed in possession. Here we see 
a situation where he receives the ball and then 
plays a well weighted through ball that releases 
a teammate through on goal. 

The key, however, is that when he first receives 
the ball, under pressure, that he has the presence 
of mind to receive and then create separation 
from the opposition players before then finding the 
through ball when he has more time and space.

Kozlowski is also capable of driving forward 
himself in possession of the ball although he still 
displays an understanding and knowledge of when 
to release the ball at the right time to a teammate.

We see that here as the young midfielder has 
driven into the final third from a deeper position. 
There are opposition players who are positioned 
to challenge for the ball but as they look to 
engage we see him roll the ball to the side and 
into the path of a supporting teammate.

Kacper Kozlowski is already much admired 
at the top level of European football. He has 
been mentioned in links already to the likes of 
Barcelona and Manchester United but he should 
choose his next move carefully. Ajax have 

already been credited with having an interest in 
the player and a move to the Netherlands to aid 
his development would make a lot of sense.

IVAN ILIC 
20-YEARS-OLD 

HELLAS VERONA ON LOAN 
FROM MANCHESTER CITY 

SERBIA

Ivan Ilic is a player who has been on the books 
of Manchester City since 2017 but he has been 

on a series of loan deals to Red Star, FK Zemun, 
NAC Breda and now Hellas Verona. He is now in 
a position where he has impressed in Serie A but 
his contract at Manchester City is due to expire 
in 2022. It is looking increasingly likely that he 
will have to move from the club permanently in 
order to take the next steps in his career and 
Verona are thought to have an option to buy as 
part of the latest loan deal.

He has been capped twice already at senior 
international level and has not looked out of 
place when playing for the senior national team. 
Capable of playing as a ‘6’ or as an ‘8’ Ilic is an 
interesting midfield prospect. 

Last season saw Ilic play 1944 minutes and he 
averaged 48.29 passes per 90 with 8.75 passes 
to the final third per 90.
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Ilic is a creative passer with the ability to break 
lines and thread through balls past the lines of 
the opposition defensive block. He has excellent 
vision and can spot runners as they look to move 
from deeper areas to find space in behind the 
defence.

We see an example of this here as Ilic has 
possession deep in the opposition half. The 
opposition defensive line is compact but a runner 
in the wide area from deep is able to outplay the 
opposition thanks to a well weighted through ball 
from the Serbian midfielder.

Ilic can also progress the ball by carrying it through 
opposition players. He has excellent close 
control and displays the ability to manipulate the 
ball past players.

We see this here as his dribbling ability helps 
Verona to outplay the Napoli press. There is a 
player moving wide ahead of him while he is in 
possession but an opposition player is blocking 
that passing lane. Instead Ilic breaks the press 
with a dribble and then moves towards the 
halfway line in possession of the ball.

As well as being a creative passer Ilic can also 
pose a threat when looking to strike the ball from 
distance.

Here we see the scene from a goal that he 
scored in the match against Genoa. As Barak 
drives outside and accesses the penalty area we 
see Ilic move forward to support the attack from 
behind. As the ball is played across Ilic calmly 
strikes into the goal.

There is every chance that Verona will execute 
the buy clause in the loan deal with City although 
if they do not then do not be surprised to see 
another Serie A club coming in to sign the Serbian 
midfielder on a permanent deal.
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Achraf Hakimi, after one superb season 
with Antonio Conte’s Inter Milan, seems to 

be on the move already. After the Italian coach 
unexpectedly left the San Siro, a whole host of 
Inter’s players were linked with a move away 
from the club. Principally, it was Romelu Lukaku’s 
name plastered over the papers, but now that 
those fires have dwindled, the focus is on Hakimi 
and his seemingly imminent move to PSG.

Pochettino’s side has had to fend off interest from 
Chelsea in the race to sign the Moroccan, and 
perhaps a move to Paris would make more sense. 
Currently, at Stamford Bridge, Reece James and 
Callum Hudson-Odoi are two players entirely 
capable of performing in that right wing-back role to 
a high level, but we can only presume that James 
would be moved to right centre-back as he was at 
the backend of the 2020/21 season, to facilitate 
Hakimi’s move. This scout report will analyse 
Hakimi’s suitability to Tuchel’s tactics and whether 
he would be a legitimate upgrade in that role.

In this tactical analysis, we will look at his role for 
Inter Milan under Antonio Conte, his strengths and 
weaknesses, and how he would fit in at Chelsea.

PLAYER PROFILE
At the age of six years old, Hakimi joined Club 

Deportivo Colonia Ofigevi, a community 
side based in the suburbs of Madrid, before 
being spotted by Real Madrid in 2006 and swiftly 
joining their academy, with Marcelo a player he 
idolised for much of his youth. He made his way 
through the youth setup, eventually featuring in 
the UEFA Youth League in the 2015/16 season, 
before plying his trade in the Spanish Third 
Division with Real Madrid Castilla a year later 
making 28 appearances. 

At the beginning of the 2017/18 season, Madrid’s 
medical staff noticed a heart problem with starting 
right-back Dani Carvajal, with Hakimi in reserve 

awaiting his chance – one man’s pain is another 
man’s profit. He made his La Liga debut aged 19 
against Espanyol in October 2017, and soon enough 
he scored his first goal a couple of months later in 
a 5-0 battering of Sevilla. In these initial matches, 
he demonstrated great defensive nous and good 
positional awareness in attacking scenarios.

At 5’10” / 177cm, Hakimi is a rapid wing-back 
who remains strong in 1v1 duels due to his height 
and build. He got his breakout at Dortmund who 
operated a back three under Favre which allowed 
Hakimi to demonstrate his attacking capabilities in 
two seasons at Signal Iduna Park. This preceded 
a permanent move to Inter Milan, where he mixed 
creative responsibilities with an almost inside-
forward-type thirst for goals cutting in from the 
right and shooting with his weaker left foot.

Achraf Hakimi’s player profile, created by the 
wonderful Sathish Prasad (@SathishPrasadVT 
on Twitter).

FANTASTIC 
FINAL-THIRD OUTPUT

In an attacking sense, we saw quite a different 
Hakimi at Inter compared to the one we 

watched at Dortmund. His underlying metrics 
improved, but he matched his actual goals and 
assists contribution of 15 in the league, but while 
at Dortmund Hakimi focused largely on crossing 
and cutbacks, he has become a bit more 
dynamic this term, cutting inside with frequency 
and shooting more often. 
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Scatter plot of Serie A wing-backs xA per 90 
compared with xG per 90.

This is not to say that cutbacks and crossing are 
not a large feature of his game – they certainly 
are. His xG per 90 went from 0.13 to 0.16 per 
90 in the league, and his xA per 90 saw an even 
bigger step-up from 0.15 to 0.23 per 90. This 
improved his xG + xA from 0.27 to 0.38 per 90, 
which is a big improvement to make in just one 
season, transitioning into a new division. He had 
a barnstorming attacking season for a wing-back, 
and this was punctuated by a Scudetto trophy at 
the end of it.

His position and role in Conte’s 3-5-2 system 
enabled and facilitated Hakimi to engage so often 
in attacking scenarios. While at Dortmund, Hakimi 
had Sancho ahead of him to provide width for that 
side if needed, but at Inter, Hakimi was the sole 
out ball for their right flank, and he was needed in 
the final third to provide attacking impetus down 
the right. Pretty regularly, Hakimi would wait in a 
wide zone, entrenching on the defensive line of 
the opposition, waiting for the pass.

On the attack versus Fiorentina, Hakimi makes 
the movement behind the defensive line.

He collects the pass and has the capacity to 
drive towards the byline and find a target in the 
box with a pulled back cross. 

He might be allowed this level of freedom at 
Chelsea, although the three forwards ahead 
of him will want to play centrally (whether it be 
Mason Mount, Hakim Ziyech, Kai Havertz, etc, 
on the right), in Tuchel’s back three system, 
his wing-backs have seldom underlapped the 
forward ahead of them, rather opting to stick wide 
and cross from deeper positions, but also overlap 
for the cutbacks as well. At PSG, he would form 
part of a back four and provide overlapping runs 
to support the likes of Ángel Di María and Pablo 
Sarabia down the right flank.

Nevertheless, either team he would join, it is 
likely that Hakimi would build upon some of the 
success he found at Inter when cutting inside 
from the right-wing and shooting with his ‘weaker’ 
left foot. From this weaker side, the Moroccan 
scored five of his seven Serie A goals, which just 
goes to show how much of a dynamic threat he 
can be if allowed the freedom in the final third to 
act as more of a winger.
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Hakimi here receives the ball wide right and cuts 
inside into space.

After gliding past a couple of opponents, Hakimi 
lets loose on a strike with his left foot into the 
bottom corner.

Yet, his most valuable attribute in the final third is 
his creativity, not his goalscoring. He can cross 
from deep with an upright body posture to find 
a forward at the back post, but these days that 
is usually the result of a short corner or throw-in 
rather than in natural play. Hakimi still looks to 
use his intelligent movement and blistering pace 
to get in behind the defence and play dangerous 
cutbacks into the area.

Here against Juventus, we see Hakimi look to 
whip an early delivery towards Lukaku’s head, 
although he has several other options as well. 

As we saw plenty of times for Dortmund, Hakimi’s 
signature cutback has not gone amiss during his 
time at Inter, as seen in this example for Darmian. 

These creative weapons will be useful at PSG, 
but in a back three, the transition would be more 
seamless than at Chelsea, where he has to worry 
less about the space that he vacates behind him. 
Nevertheless, at PSG we can perhaps expect 
a good mix of those deeper lofted cross, and 
interchanging with the right-winger via quick one-
twos to access the byline and hit driven cutbacks.
 

BRILLIANT 
BALL-CARRYING

A skill that Hakimi demonstrated to a similar 
degree at Dortmund and Inter is his ball-

carrying. It is an enjoyable side to his game that 
he ought to do even more often than he currently 
does. His 1v1 dribbling is not perfect, the ball can 
get caught in his feet on occasion and he can also 
run over the ball when dribbling, demonstrating 
an unnecessary overexuberance. However, his 
ball-carrying at its best comes from deep in the 
pitch, roaming up the flank in the transition.

Scatter plot of Serie A wing-backs progressive 
runs per 90 compared with dribbles 90.

He ranks above average for both of the listed 
metrics above, but this does not tell the full story. 
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Although the volume is not the greatest in the 
division, the purpose of these progressive runs 
is great. Only Leonardo Spinazzola beats his 36 
carries into the penalty area out of wing-backs 
in Serie A, and only the Italian again and Theo 
Hernández beat his 51 carries into the final third. 
His ball-carrying abilities are dangerous, it is only 
a shame he does not do this even more often.

The best examples of these carries start in Inter’s 
half and result in a goal for the side. Hakimi 
almost scored a wonderful solo goal versus 
Sampdoria which exemplified this masterfully. 
He won the ball back in the right-back position 
and took advantage of the opposition throwing 
men forward in attack to thrust forward down 
the right flank. Not many Inter teammates had 
caught track with him yet, leaving Hakimi to glide 
inside and release a cool, calm, and collected 
strike into the bottom left, saved by the ‘keeper. 

Hakimi collected the ball inside his half, before 
driving up the pitch into a more central area.

He navigates his way into a good shooting 
position, but with three Sampdoria defenders in 
front of him blocking off a shot to the bottom-right, 
he was forced to shoot near post, unsuccessfully. 

Hakimi does have a good dribble success rate 
at 64.35% while attempting a decent volume per 
90 too at 3.67, but in 1v1 scenarios, he shows 
little ingenuity and especially struggles in tight 
spaces. Although Hakimi is a quick player, he 
does not have overly quick feet, and it can be 
easy to nip the ball from his feet if the 22-year-
old tries any tricks. 

His best bet in dribbling scenarios is touch and 
go. Drag the opponent to one side, and flick to 
the other, the opponent will rarely catch Hakimi 
for pace, even when carrying the ball. This is part 
of what makes him so dangerous in the final third, 
defenders struggle to keep up with him in terms 
of straight-line speed. If working with Mount at 
Chelsea, no doubt the Englishman will drop into 
gaps where Hakimi can play the 1-2, which could 
be rather effective to grant him access to the 
byline where he can cut back.

Just as we could potentially see with Mount, 
Hakimi here lays off the ball to a nearby teammate.

He quickly makes the surging run off the ball to 
receive the through pass and from here he can 
produce a creative pass for Inter.
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Overall, ball-carrying is an area where Hakimi 
can excel, we saw him rank 1st for progressive 
carries and 3rd for progressive carrying distance 
in the 2019/20 Bundesliga season, a league 
that shares more similarities with the Premier 
League than Serie A does. Under Conte, Hakimi 
was encouraged less to carry the ball so far as to 
neglect his defensive duties, and the same could 
potentially happen under Tuchel if the German 
sticks to the same system.

DILIGENT 
DEFENSIVE ATTITUDE

In defensive transitions, Conte has demanded 
that his defenders get behind the ball as soon 

as possible, and this is something that Hakimi 
has had to adapt to as the season has gone on. 
He has improved his defensive positioning since 
his time at Dortmund – he needed to – but his 
success in defensive duels also improved, which 
will only benefit any transition into a new team.

Scatter plot of Serie A wing-backs defensive 
duels 90 compared with defensive duels won %.

Above average for success rate and almost 
bang average for the volume of defensive duels 
is a marked improvement on his last season with 
Dortmund. When we compare the percentage 
of dribblers tackled last season compared to 
this season just gone, Hakimi went from 33.8% 

to 42.9%, which is even more impressive when 
you consider more of these defensive actions 
occurred higher up the pitch typically at Inter 
than they did at Dortmund.

From a defensive perspective, Hakimi is really 
adept at not conceding fouls. Although he tackles 
with intensity, he usually engages in defensive 
duels from a distance, opting to stretch a leg out 
to tackle the ball, rather than use his whole body 
to win the ball back. His 0.96 fouls per 90 is in the 
38th percentile within Serie A wing-backs, which 
punctuates his tidy tackling technique. 

Defending inside his penalty area, Hakimi leaves 
a gap between himself and the attacker.

He goes towards the ball feet first to retrieve the 
ball, which he does so successfully here. 

He is also pressing higher than his time at 
Dortmund. He attempted 132 pressures in the 
attacking third for Dortmund in his last season 
there, compared to 147 for his time at Inter, in 
fewer minutes too. When the ball was passed 
out to the opposition left-back, Hakimi was 
typically the member who would push up and put 
pressure on the ball-carrier. 
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Although Hakimi has improved in his defensive 
positioning, this aggressive style of defending 
can leave him lacking if the opposition bypasses 
his heavy pressure. If the opponent remains 
calm, it can become quite easy to complete a 
passing triangle around Hakimi to evade the 
pressure and instigate build-up down the left 
through the space vacated by Hakimi. 

Here, we can see the Sassuolo defender pass to 
a teammate deployed on the left of the midfield, 
with Hakimi switched on to his position.

Hakimi pressures the Sassuolo midfielder to 
pass backwards, restarting their build-up play.

In Inter’s half when defending, Hakimi has 
improved tremendously over the year and 
actually positions himself quite well in crossing 
scenarios, where he regularly intercepts the ball 
finding the far post. But it is an area that still 
requires improvement, knowing when and when 
not to push forward, anticipating a teammate to 
win the ball back so he can aid ball progression 
in the transition. 

FORECAST 
FOR THE FUTURE

At the time of writing, a deal to join PSG looks 
set, and Chelsea are likely to miss out. It 

is unclear if Chelsea made an official bid, but 
what is clear is that Hakimi wanted PSG over 
the European champions. He joins Gianluigi 
Donnarumma as the second summer acquisition 
over in Paris as they look to take revenge on Lille 
and reclaim the Ligue 1 title. 

Looking at the deal from an objective, suitability 
perspective, Hakimi would do well to stay at Inter. 
He has found a club that actively encourages 
his positional freedom in the final third which 
he clearly enjoys and appreciates. However, 
it seems he wants to move, and of the two 
rumoured clubs, Chelsea would be the better 
fit. Almost simply because Chelsea operate with 
a back three and PSG do not, which gets the 
best out of Hakimi’s attacking threat, while he 
also hasn’t played in a back four since his Real 
Madrid days.
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The England women’s football team is currently 
under the interim leadership of Norway 

legend Hege Riise, who replaced former boss 
Phil Neville earlier this year, and who has led the 
team to a convincing win against Northern Ireland 
and losses to France and Canada. However, 
following the conclusion of this year’s Olympics, 
current Netherlands boss Sarina Wiegman will 
take over the Lionesses. 

The question fans are asking is what to expect 
from her? Having built the Dutch national side 
into one of the best teams in the women’s game, 
Wiegman’s reputation precedes her, and many 
are expecting her philosophy of attacking football 
to excite fans and bring in a new era for English 
women’s football. In this tactical analysis, we will 
examine Wiegman’s preferred tactics in closer 
detail, as well as comparing the statistics of the 
Netherlands and England from this year, seeing 
where Wiegman can improve the team.

ATTACKING PLAY
Under Sarina Wiegman, the Netherlands have 

played an attacking style of football, always 
looking to get players into dangerous areas of the 
pitch and ask questions of opposing defenders. 
The first aspect of this is their use of the wings to 
help move the ball up the pitch.

This is a regular feature of their play, and ensures 
they always have options to move the ball to 
when the central areas have been closed off. 
It also forces the opposing defenders to stretch 

out, meaning they will leave gaps open between 
themselves, as Norway have in this image. The 
defensive line is set up to occupy the central 
spaces, but the Dutch attack has given them a 
difficult choice; either allow them to dominate the 
wide channels, or get out to them and give the 
central attackers the opportunity to break through 
the middle of them. The indecision this creates is 
the reason that teams always look to have width 
in attack, and Wiegman is yet another coach who 
encourages her team to play this way. 

When the Netherlands do find spaces out wide, 
they look to transfer it into dangerous areas as 
quickly as possible, ensuring they make the 
most of the space they have created. However, 
they don’t tend to cross the ball into the box, as 
this risks their opponents winning and clearing it. 
Instead, the midfielders get into the half-spaces, 
as former Arsenal Women midfielder Jill Roord 
has done in this image. By positioning herself 
here, Roord, who has joined Frauen Bundesliga 
giants Wolfsburg this summer, can receive the 
ball when it is pulled back to her and have a 
shot, and this move leads to a goal for the team. 
Therefore, we can see clearly how effective this 
tactic is for them.

The reason Roord is in so much open space is 
because the defenders naturally move towards 
the ball, and this instinctiveness is what the 
Netherlands play on. They know that, by running 
towards the goal line here, they will draw 
Norway’s defenders out of position, creating the 
space for Roord to run into. This type of attacking 
play relies on teamwork, with everyone knowing 
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where to be at every moment, and Wiegman 
is likely to bring this type of play to England. 
Therefore, we can expect the Lionesses to 
get more players into the half-spaces, creating 
problems for opposing defences and making 
them a more potent side in attack.

Another notable aspect of the Netherlands’ play 
is that they rarely pass backwards. This image 
shows how they are a reasonable distance away 
from Norway’s goal area, but their focus is always 
on playing forwards and setting up attacking 
opportunities. Here, the red arrow shows how 
they get their heads up and play through the gap, 
transferring the ball behind the Norwegian line 
and allowing the forwards to set up a goalscoring 
opportunity. Again, we can see the width they 
have in attack, but also how the forwards play on 
the shoulder of the defensive line. This means 
that, when the ball comes through the defensive 
gap, an attacker is ready to receive it, decreasing 
the chance of a defender reaching it first.

This is already something that England do in the 
final third, with Manchester City Women striker 
Ellen White, who is normally England’s first 
choice striker, constantly playing in and around 
the opposing defenders, giving her team a 
passing option behind the line. Manchester United 
Women’s versatile forward Ella Toone was the 
creative heart of her domestic team’s attacking 
play last season, and brought that to the national 
team when she made her debut against Northern 
Ireland earlier this year. Therefore, Wiegman 
already has the raw ingredients, and simply needs 
to fuse them together in her own way.

CREATING OPTIONS
Sarina Wiegman likes her Netherlands 

team to keep the ball on the ground when 
transitioning from defence to attack, and has 
a clear emphasis on creating passing options 
around the pitch.

Here, you can see how they have the ball in their 
own half of the pitch, with three players circled, 
all offering passing options. Whilst the defender 
and winger are normal options to have, the 
player in the middle has dropped back to provide 
a link between the defence and midfield, helping 
the team to move the ball through the middle 
and into the forwards. There is a gap between 
the two Norwegian attackers, which that player 
has seen, and this demonstrates how the Dutch 
players are expected to have excellent spatial 
awareness during games. The speed at which 
these options are created means that individual 
players never need to hold onto the ball for 
longer than is necessary, decreasing the risk of 
them being closed down and losing the ball in a 
dangerous part of the pitch.
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We can develop this further with this image, 
which shows the ball in the central channel, 
being passed forwards to a Dutch attacker who 
has run ahead to offer the passing option. Once 
the ball reaches that player, they get their head 
up and look to move it into a teammate; a third 
player, in the blue circle, has made a run on the 
other side of the defence, giving her that option. 

Norway’s defenders are all positioned centrally 
here, trying to make it difficult for the Dutch 
attackers to use their free-flowing tactics. However, 
the Netherlands’ ability to constantly offer passing 
options for each other allows them to beat this 
trap. With Wiegman preferring to use a 4-2-3-1 
formation during games (as she has 98% of the 
time in 2021), the midfielders are expected to 
work with the forwards to make the most of their 
attacking opportunities, and this is something 
we are likely to see a lot of from England once 
Wiegman takes control later this year.

We mentioned how having width is a major part 
of the Dutch attacks, but that doesn’t just refer 
to the wingers operating in those areas. The two 
full-backs are constantly encouraged to advance 
up the pitch and support their teammates when 
the team has possession, and we can see here 
how Atletico Madrid Femenino left-back Merel 
van Dongen, in the yellow circle, has advanced 
up the pitch to do just that. Her movement allows 
the winger to stay further inside, meaning she 
can pass into van Dongen or cut inside and 
create a goalscoring opportunity. Australia’s 
defence is spread out evenly across the pitch, so 
the more players the Netherlands can get in the 

central areas and half-spaces, the better their 
chances of getting through the gaps between the 
players. However, if the defence closed up, then 
van Dongen’s positioning became even more 
important, as she would provide an alternative 
way for them to get the ball into the space behind.

The Netherlands’ wide attacking players include 
Arsenal’s Danielle van de Donk and Barcelona 
Femeni’s Lieke Martens, with both looking to cut 
inside and shoot at goal as often as possible. 
Therefore, the full-backs’ advances up the pitch 
help them to play to their strengths, as they don’t 
need to remain tight to the wings. England’s full-
backs are already good at getting up the pitch 
and supporting attacks, particularly Manchester 
City duo Lucy Bronze and Alex Greenwood, so 
this is a tactic Wiegman can deploy from the first 
day she takes charge of the Lionesses.

DEFENSIVE TACTICS
With the Netherlands playing such an 

attacking brand of football, defending is 
not their strength. That is not to say that they are 
poor at it, as they have good structures when 
their opponents have possession, but it is not 
something they focus on as much as they do 
their attack.

As we have already mentioned, Sarina Wiegman 
likes to play a 4-2-3-1 formation, with a basic 
four-player back line. However, as this image 
shows, only three stay back all the time, with 
one of the full-backs getting forward to support 
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the attacks, as we have already discussed. The 
role of the full-back left behind is to ensure that 
the centre-backs don’t become isolated and to 
stop the attackers playing around them. Once 
the Netherlands lose possession, as they have 
here against Italy, the full-back who went forward 
drops back into the line, filling the space they 
left, and this changing defensive shape again 
requires good spatial awareness; two qualities 
we know Wiegman demands her players have.

It might appear that the defenders sit back and 
wait for their opponents to run at them with 
the ball, but they actually look to close down 
attackers whenever they have an opportunity 
to do so. Here, Germany have the ball on the 
nearside wing, with one Dutch player running 
from the box to put pressure on her, taking 
time away and forcing the attacker to make a 
quicker decision than they would have liked. This 
increases the chance of a mistake being made, 
so the Netherlands maintain control of their own 
area when they aren’t in possession, which is 
important. The angle of the defender’s run also 
means that the ball has a narrow corridor through 
which it can travel into the box, so, again, the 
Dutch players’ ability to close the ball down 
decreases their opponents’ options.

However, as mentioned, defending is not where 
Wiegman chooses to focus her efforts, and this 
image shows one time that they let Germany 
break through them too easily. The German 
attackers have the ball on the edge of the box 
here, with space and time to move it into the box 
for Eintracht Frankfurt forward Laura Freigang to 
score. We can see the gap in the Dutch line that 
Freigang, in the blue circle, was able to move 
through, with the Netherlands losing track of her 
and allowing her to move into the space behind 
them to score.

Therefore, under Wiegman, we may see England 
try to outscore their opponents, rather than sitting 
back and trying to be tough to beat at the back. 
That is not to say that England will be porous in 
their own half, but we can perhaps expect them 
to concede some easy goals at times, as some 
players are encouraged to get forward more than 
we are perhaps used to seeing them do currently.

DATA COMPARISON
The most accurate way to assess what 

Sarina Wiegman will bring to England is 
to compare their statistics with those of the 
Netherlands from 2021.

These statistics provide us with some interesting 
discussion points. Firstly, England have higher 
values for most statistics, notably in passing 
accuracy, average possession per game and 
the accuracy of their passes to the final third. 
This implies that, as far as their transitional play 
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is concerned, Wiegman won’t need to change 
too much to improve the team’s fortunes, 
instead simply finetuning it with her own tactical 
touches, such as ensuring that players always 
have plenty of options available to them when 
they have the ball.

Regarding goals and expected goals (xG) 
per game, England have a higher xG, but the 
Netherlands are more clinical and have already 
outscored their own xG. Therefore, once England 
have become acquainted with Wiegman’s style 
of play, the number of goals they score per game 
is likely to increase, potentially helping them to 
win more games. 

We have already noted that Wiegman prefers to 
keep the ball on the ground, rather than risking 
crosses, and this explains why England’s crossing 
accuracy is higher than the Netherlands’ for this 
statistic. However, this is likely to be one area 
that Wiegman will change after her arrival, which 
will require players who are good with the ball 
at their feet and able to weight passes perfectly; 
creative players in particular will thrive under this 
way of playing.

We noted that defending is not the Netherlands’ 
strong point, but they still concede less goals per 
game than England. Therefore, Wiegman will 
need to improve their defensive record, making 
them harder to score against. This analysis has 
looked at two different ways that she could do 
this, with her tactic of keeping three players 
at the back something that could work for the 
Lionesses, so the defence is worth keeping an 
eye on as the team develops under Wiegman’s 
leadership.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this article has detailed several 

aspects of Sarina Wiegman’s tactics with the 
Netherlands national team, picking out the things 
she could bring to the England national team in 
September and how she could improve them. The 
question this article asked was what their setup 
under her will be, and the answer is that they will 
have a greater focus on attacking and playing 
through the thirds, leading to more chances being 
created and more goals potentially being scored. 
England have so far preferred to use either a 4-4-
2 or a 4-2-3-1 formation this year (both have been 
used 33% of the time), so they are trying different 
ways of playing under Hege Riise, and Wiegman 
will not need to make massive changes in this 
regard, as she also prefers a 4-2-3-1. However, it 
will be the little details here and there that will be 
interesting to watch, as well as how far she can 
take England in the future.
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Cade Cowell first took the league by storm 
as a 15-year-old, becoming the youngest 

homegrown signing in MLS history.

As a U15 player for a local US Soccer 
Development Academy club, Ballistic United, the 
Stanislaus county native and former Modesto 
Ajax player led the nation with 33 goals in 32 
games while playing against the top competition 
in the country. He was so impressive that the San 
Jose Earthquakes signed him to the homegrown 
contract, then had him spend the 2019 season 
with second division Reno 1868 of the USL. He 
only made one start in four appearances, but 
it set the stage for his first-team role with the 
Quakes. 

By 16, he made his first-team debut with the 
San Jose Earthquakes, scoring a goal in his first 
career start. Now at 17, he’s managed to become 
a regular in the starting XI, producing several 
moments of brilliance along the way. The sky’s 
the limit for Cowell, who has already earned a 
call up to the USA men’s national team for the 
CONCACAF Gold Cup.

Rumour has it that some of Europe’s top clubs 
are tracking his progress, including Barcelona. 
Big things around the horizon for this teenage 
sensation.

This scout report will take a look at his start 
to the 2021 campaign, as well as the physical 
qualities he brings to the pitch. He’s produced 
some incredible highlights in this young season, 
so we’ll take a look at the technical qualities at 
his disposal. Finally, a tactical analysis of his 
play will show how he uses his unique qualities 
to devastating effect.

DATA PROFILE
Cowell made his MLS debut for the 

Earthquakes on 11 June 2019. Just 16 
years old at the time, he went on to make 17 
appearances for San Jose during the 2020 
season, four of which were starts. So far in 2021, 
he has routinely found his name on the team 
sheet, starting all eight of the team’s opening 
matches.

When you look strictly at his data profile, there’s 
a mix of youthful inconsistency and a dynamic 
presence in the attacking third. 

His attacking and shooting statistics show a player 
who mostly operates around the league median 
for centre-forwards with 200 minutes. The one 
exception is in his dribbles per 90 minutes where 
he rates in the 80th percentile. Held in relation to 
his successful dribbles percentage, we can see 
his decision-making still needs some refining as 
he will often dribble into difficult scenarios.

Moving on to passing and progression, his key 
passes, passes to the penalty area, xA P90 and 
accurate forward passes show he’s electric in 
the final third. MLS’s youngest ever homegrown 
signing has successfully claimed this starting 
centre-forward role from Chris Wondolowski, 
allowing the veteran to fill a more appropriate 
super-sub role at the backend of his career.

Stepping into the role previously occupied by 
the leagues all-time leading scorer is a tall task, 
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but Cowell has taken on the responsibilities 
with gusto. While his development will include 
a search for greater consistency, his incredible 
pace and composure in the final third have seen 
him become a driving force in San Jose’s attack. 
The next chart shows his impact eight games 
into the 2021 campaign. He rates in the top half 
of the league and expected goal contributions 
among the league’s strikers. Among the 72 
players in the table, his mark of 2.7 expected 
goal contributions rates 26th in the data set. 
That’s all while being the youngest striker by a 
two-year margin. 

In addition to hitting another growth spurt since 
last season, growing an additional 3 inches 
(7.6 cm), the son of a former American football 
collegiate player and football/soccer star mother 
is blessed with incredible pace. His willingness 
and ability to stretch defences fits perfectly into 
San Jose’s very stretched, man-marking tactics. 
He’s an incredible weapon in transition. To give 
an idea of his pace, the first sequence of tactical 
images shows the speed in the counterattack.

As the pass is released, the starting point in the 
first image and endpoint in the second show him 
traversing roughly a 60-yard distance. He covers 
that ground in 7 seconds, all while starting a yard 
and a half behind his defender and turning the 
corner to have a run at goal. Since he’s taking 
a shot at the end of the sequence, there’s also 
some deceleration at the end of the play. 

Even with him tapping the brakes at the end of 
the run, he still had plenty of time and space to 
release a shot, beating Chris Seitz at the near 
post to put the Earthquakes up by two.

Though he’s still maturing physically, his recent 
growth spurt has added some strength to his 
frame. As he has added muscle, we’ve seen him 
start to use his body more efficiently, shielding 
opponents from the ball, which is seen in the 
final image of the section.

Cowell’s freakish athleticism has allowed him to 
climb the ranks in San Jose, becoming a regular 
starter in the squad. His first full season in the 
MLS has already provided several incredible 
highlights, some of which will feature in this article. 
He’s a remarkable athlete, but there’s much 
more to his game than his blistering pace. He’s 
developed nice technical and tactical skill sets 
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and is learning how to adapt as opponents place 
her greater initiative on containing him. Before 
hitting the tactical side of the conversation, let’s 
move next to the technical aspects of his game.

TECHNICAL SKILL
Playing striker in Matías Almeyda’s 

unconventional, Marcelo Bielsa-like system 
is complicated. The role is full of tactical nuance, 
uncommon defensive responsibilities and often 
requires a very direct attacking approach. While 
Cowell’s athleticism helps us fit within the system, 
he’s often asked to run at defenders, beating the 
first line of defence and wreaking havoc higher 
up the pitch. 

Even in this demanding role, the successful 
actions chart, which plots successful defensive 
and attacking actions, shows he’s one of the 
top attacking presences at the #9. His 4.24 
successful attacking actions per 90 minutes ranks 
15th at the position. Though his 2.6 successful 
defensive actions P90 rates just 53rd in the data 
set, San Jose’s man-marking scheme often limits 
his defensive work to transitional moments or 
tracking members of the opposition’s backline. 

Since he is a centre-forward, though he could 
potentially play as a wide forward as well, we’ll 
focus more on his technique and attacking 
actions rather than defensive technique. 

Cowell has a good first touch, not only showing 
good ball mastery but also using his first touch to 
initiate his next attacking action. To make his first 
touch more productive, you’ll see him constantly 
adjusting his body orientation to allow for greater 
movement efficiency.

He’s a player who enjoys receiving between 
the lines and taking his first touch on the half 
turn. That allows him to run at the opposition’s 
backline, a clear preference and source of 
strength within his game. 

Very much a right-footed player, Cowell actively 
scans the pitch as he’s moving off the ball. As he 
receives, he’ll often start to engage the opposition 
on the dribble, but he does show an awareness 
of his teammates and the runs they are making 
off the ball. In their match against FC Dallas, 
the Ceres, California native produced arguably 
his best pass of the season. After receiving in 
the half space between the opposition’s lines, 
Cowell hit a brilliant trivela into the path of 
Cristian Espinoza. The pass split the first and 
second defenders, as well as the second and 
third, setting up Espinoza’s goal with a brilliant 
through ball.

Turning now to his finishing, his first MLS goal 
came in his first-ever MLS start against the 
Los Angeles Galaxy, the former club of David 
Beckham by way of Real Madrid. After picking 
the ball up in the left-wing, Cowell cut inside on 
his preferred right foot and unleashed a bent shot 
that would have drawn a smile from Beckham 
himself.
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While he can hit from range, his 2021 shop map 
shows he’s much more likely to work his way into 
the box before having a go. Interestingly enough, 
his two goals for the season came from the right 
half space.

Finally, we’ll look at his dribbling. His player profile 
in the first section shows a high-usage dribbler 
with good, though not great, efficiency. Part of 
this is down to the system, which influences his 
decision making on the dribble (addressed in the 
following section). Being more selective on the 
dribble will certainly help his success numbers. In 
terms of a dribbling profile, he resembles a power 
dribbler like Ousmane Dembélé of Barcelona, 
using his pace to push the ball by defenders and 
run past them rather than a highly agile dribbler 
like Lionel Messi. 

That said, he knows how to use his deceleration 
to his advantage. We’ve already seen his 60-
yard, 7-second sprint that produced a goal. The 

final image of the section gives a multi-frame 
view of his second goal.

Frames one and two show his deceleration from a 
straight line dribble to make former Barcelona and 
Granada defender José Martínez overcommit. 
Cowell pushes the ball past Martínez and feints to 
his right, pulling Matt Hedges out of his preferred 
shooting lane. Cowell moved around Hedges 
and bent the ball through a tight window to beat 
Jimmy Maurer for the goal. Though he’s more 
comfortable using his straight-line acceleration 
and deceleration to beat opponents then turn the 
corner, he does have the agility to get around 
defenders or create shooting lanes.

DECISION MAKING AND 
TACTICAL EXECUTION

If you’ve gleaned anything from this analysis, 
it’s that Cowell’s an exceptional athlete with a 

penchant for dribbling and composure to finish 
off attacking sequences. When looking at his 
progressive action data relative to the other 
centre-forwards in the league, Cowell is near the 
league median in progressive passes (1.91 P90) 
and eighth in progressive runs (2.46 P90). That 
stat backs up the analysis covered thus far in the 
scout report. He’s a dynamic attacking presence 
with the physical and technical qualities to 
exploit opponents on the dribble or by running 
into space.
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As a 17-year-old going toe-to-toe against 
typically larger centre-backs, Cowell isn’t going 
to win every aerial ball played his way, but his 
response to the second ball is fantastic. In the 
match against DC United, he lost his aerial 
duel but saw the ball arrived at the feet of his 
teammate. Cowell’s response was to burst into 
the space behind his opponent, which effectively 
set up a 1v1 against the other centre-back.

As mentioned earlier, he has the physical and 
technical qualities to make a nice wide forward 
as well. When he has shifted into the wide areas 
in San Jose’s tactics, often because he’s had to 
track an opponent deep into his own half, he’s 
a willing runner into the spaces vacated by the 
opposition’s outside-backs, even in the dying 
minutes of the game. Again in the DC United 
game, we saw him drop deep to defend, then 
burst into the right-wing. With his pace, DC 
United could only hope to contain him as he 
neared the box.

One of the adjustments extraordinary athletes 
experience as they adjust from the youth game 
to the pros is that opponents are better suited 
to defending against pace. Part of that is the 
opposition’s own speed, but there’s also their 
positioning and physical strength to contest 
the run. Cowell is still learning how to adapt his 
dribbling to make the most of his skill set.

The sequence against FC Dallas shows Cowell 
in a 1v1 situation with space to run into. He takes 
on the defender, which is a reasonable decision, 
especially since success means he’s drawing the 
second defender away from the middle setting 
up a 2v1 in San Jose’s favour as they enter 
the box. However, he rushes into the 1v1 duel. 
Rather than pinning his defender, he gambles on 
his ability to win the foot race despite starting at 
a 2-yard disadvantage.

Dallas handles it well, making contact with 
Cowell to slow his progression, allowing the 
cover defender to step in and win possession. 
Pinning the first defender would have required 
another step or two, slowing the tempo of the 
attack and drawing the second defender closer. 
That may have closed the opportunity for the 1v1 
duel, but it would have opened up a central pass 
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instead, allowing Cowell to use his pace off the 
ball with a run behind the line.

Better engagement and timing on the dribble 
will certainly help his 1v1 efficiency, but one of 
the beauties of his game is the fact that he’s 
such a willing runner, on and off the ball. It’s one 
thing to run, but it’s quite another to consistently 
achieve success while stretching the opposition 
vertically. Cowell has that skill, which is down to 
his recognition of gaps in the opposition’s lines.

Against the Los Angeles Galaxy, a set piece saw 
the ball squirt free into the left-wing. Seeing LA 
move lacklustrely to pressure the ball carrier and 
recover, Cowell saw an opportunity to run behind 
the Galaxy’s backline.

Once again, he produces a 60 plus yard run in 
approximately 7 seconds, bursting past the Los 
Angeles backline. Recognizing that he is 1v3, 
the former Ballistic United U15 player held up the 
ball before playing it into the path of his nearest 
runner, setting up a shot.

Finally, touching on the defensive side of his 
game, Cowell shows of willingness to track back 
and pursue the opposition, but I’d love to see him 
turn his intelligent, ultra-competitive attacking 
anticipation into a similar defensive quality. San 
Jose uses man-marking defensive tactics, which 
often simplifies his defensive work. Rather than 
looking for interception and tackling opportunities 
within the team’s press, there’s a greater focus 
on just winning the individual battle.

In our final image, Cowell is dutifully man-
marking in the right-wing, but his proximity to the 
ball has essentially put him in a second defender 
role. Once the attacker wins the 1v1 duel, first 
defender responsibilities transfer to the second 
defender. However, Cowell remains in his man-
marking role on the wing, allowing the opponent 
to dribble freely into the attacking third of the 
pitch.

Part of this is down to Almeyda’s tactics. Cowell 
is generally willing to role up his sleeves and 
engage defensively, though his defensive IQ 
lags behind his attacking intelligence, which is 
quite common among forwards. More common 
defensive tactics would likely help his transition 
into the MLS, but Almeyda’s approach, much like 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/scott-martin-15.png
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his mentor Bielsa, brings an uncommon set of 
tactics to San Jose.

The demands of the system and Cowell’s 
willingness to put in the work offer great 
insight into his character. He’s a hard-working, 
committed player who shows excellent focus on 
his tactical responsibilities. The image above was 
a case of defensive anticipation and adaptation, 
which comes with time, but the core values and 
character traits that lead to promising careers 
are present in Cowell’s defensive contributions.

CONCLUSION
Perhaps the scariest thing about Cowell is that 

he’s already such a talented player but still 
has room to grow. As he continues to earn starts 
at centre-forward, a position that often sees 
players peak later in their careers, Cowell has 
the potential to become a top scorer in MLS or 
even shine in Europe’s top leagues.

This is his first full season with regular starts 
and minutes, so he’ll have to show consistency 
throughout the season and an ability to adapt as 
he becomes the focal point of opposition match 
analysis. He has the benefit of working with 
Wondolowski, whose creative movements and 
intelligent read of play have allowed him to claim 
the league’s all-time scoring record and play to 
his current age of 38.

Cowell is one of the top prospects in MLS. He has 
all the tools to become an exceptional player and 
a regular call-up to the national team. He’s in the 
early stages of his career, but the right mentality 
and consistently performing at a high level will 
vault him to the top of the American player pool.

Cade Cowell is the name you don’t want to forget. 
Europe’s elites are tracking his progress. Time 
will tell if he’s the next Great American export to 
make waves in Europe. 
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DATA VIZ
BUNDESLIGA 2020/21: VISUALISING 
WOLFSBURG’S IMPRESSIVE SEASON

VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

Wolfsburg finished fourth in the 2020/21 Bundesliga season. This was their best campaign since 
their second place finish in 2014/15. Wolfsburg’s impressive season must be mainly attributed 

to their excellent defensive record with Mark van Bommel’s team conceding just 37 goals. Only RB 
Leipzig had a better defensive record. Offensively, Wolfsburg scored 61 goals and only four other 
teams bettered that tally.

The following visualisation compares the  five game rolling average of xG and xGA of Wolfsburg in 
the 2020/21 season.

After a somewhat slow start to the season with four draws in their first four games, Wolfsburg won 
their first game against Arminia in Matchweek Five. That game was also one of their best offensive 
performances in the season with an xG of 2.81. Since that game, Wolfsburg’s season took off 
with them only losing two games in the next 18, including a four game winning streak in January. 
However, towards the end of the season there was a slight drop in xG but a small rise once again 
helped them finish the season strongly.

Defensively, the xGA curve seems to regularly fluctuate. The game against Bayern Munich in 
Matchweek 29 was one of their worst performances defensively this season. The drop in performance 
towards the end of season is also evident in the xGA curve. 
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Overall, Wolfsburg found some stability during an important period of the season at the beginning of 
the current year and that helped them to secure UEFA Champions League football for next season.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/wolfsburg_plot.png
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The Red Bull network of clubs has had a well-
deserved reputation for having good structures 

and systems in place to ensure that any vacancies 
in the coaching or playing staff are filled quickly and 
with the right personnel. Their scouting operation is 
the envy of many clubs - you will often find some 
of the best young players at a Red Bull club, and 
they have a proven track record at improving these 
players before they move on to bigger and better 
things. This is true of their coaches as well - you 
will be surprised to see the influence of the Red 
Bull network in coaching today, especially in the 
Bundesliga, where there are several coaches 
who began their careers at a Red Bull club. The 
likes of Niko Kovac, Marco Rose, Oliver Glasner, 
Adi Hutter, Achim Beierlorzer, Gerhard Struber 
and Ralph Hasenhüttl all began their coaching 
careers at a Red Bull-owned club, and in some 
cases, are still coaching in one of those teams. Of 
course, the most high-profile of these managers is 
Julian Nagelsmann, who, having made a name for 
himself at Hoffenheim, moved to RB Leipzig and 
turned them into one of the most exciting sides in 
Germany, and will now take over at Bayern Munich 
in the summer. Nagelsmann is set to be succeeded 
by Jesse Marsch, the American who was head 
coach at RB Salzburg for the last two seasons, 
and has spent time as a coach at both New York 
Red Bulls and RB Leipzig itself as well previously, 
showing that the Red Bull hierarchy have been 
able to find a replacement for their star coach in-
house. In fact, Red Bull Salzburg have already 
announced Marsch’s replacement - 33-year-old 
Matthias Jaissle, who has previously coached the 
Salzburg U-18s and has been the manager of FC 
Liefering, another club in the Red Bull network, 
since January 2021, once again showing how 
the Red Bull network have their pathway and 
progression mapped out for coaches.

Having been a part of the Red Bull ecosystem for 
quite some time now, Marsch should be able to 
settle in at his new club without too much fuss, 
and his expected style of play is also quite similar 
to what the RB Leipzig players would have been 

used to under Nagelsmann. In fact, the American 
was Nagelsmann’s assistant in the 2018/19 
season at Leipzig, so a large number of the current 
squad have worked with him, while he has also 
directly managed a few of them during his time at 
New York Red Bulls as well as RB Salzburg. This 
is set to be an intriguing appointment, and we will 
now take a look at how we can expect Leipzig to 
play under their new manager.

FAVOURED FORMATIONS
Red Bull have had a pretty standard template 

over the years in terms of the way their 
various teams set up. Individual coaches and 
managers bring their own tweaks and changes 
to this, but the overall structure is broadly the 
same. We can expect Marsch to use a 4-2-2-2 
shape quite frequently at Leipzig - this was his 
favoured formation at RB Salzburg, and is also 
the preferred shape for the Red Bull network of 
clubs. Nagelsmann used to favour this setup 
as well, although he did frequently move away 
from it, most notably to a back three at times. 
Marsch is also quite flexible in this regard - the 
47-year-old also used a 4-4-2, 4-2-3-1, 4-4-1-1 
and a 4-1-2-1-2 on occasion in Austria, as well 
as a back three at times, with these tweaks 
being based on the players available to him as 
well as the specific opponent he was facing. It 
will be a similar setup in Leipzig, and he will also 
inherit a squad with multiple players who are 
capable of playing in different positions on the 
pitch, which will aid him in establishing fluid and 
interchangeable systems.

IN POSSESSION
Another key aspect of how the Red Bull network 

of clubs look to play is verticality. The aim is to 
try and get the ball forward as quickly as possible. 
This is not aimless hoofing of the ball though - 
Salzburg played in a very deliberate and planned 
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manner, and we can expect the same level of 
planning and detail at Leipzig as well. Again, the 
fact that Nagelsmann also used a similar style of 
play will make it much easier for the RB Leipzig 
players to adapt to Marsch’s demands.

In the build-up, Salzburg tried to ensure that they 
had numerical superiority at all times. This was 
done by having one of the central midfielders drop 
deep to receive possession, often in the wide 
space, with the other midfielder staying higher 
to offer a passing option. This could also have 
the effect of drawing an opponent out towards 
the dropping player, which, in turn, would open 
space up behind him for a pass to be played 
vertically into midfield.

Note how Dominik Szobozsalai has dropped into 
a right-back position here to give his centre-back 
a safe passing option if needed - this also allows 
the right-back to push on and join the attacking 
line higher up the flank.

Another example of a midfielder dropping into 
the backline during the build-up phase - Mady 
Camara is the one who drops in from midfield 
into the left-back space here, allowing the actual 
left-back (yellow circle) to push on.

Salzburg looked to play vertically at all times, and 
you would often see players on the ball looking 
for a vertical passing option even from deeper 
areas. The aim is to go from back to front as 
quickly as possible to catch opponents out and 
create goalscoring opportunities.

A facet of Salzburg’s play under Marsch which 
allowed them to do this well was in the positioning 
of the attacking midfielders. The wide midfielders 
would tuck infield and play as two number 10s - 
hence the use of a 4-2-2-2, giving the Salzburg 
defenders multiple central passing options in 
between the opposition’s lines. This also helped 
to create a box shape in midfield along with the 
two central midfielders, which again gave them 
numerical superiority, and also allowed for quick 
combinations to be played due to their proximity 
to each other.

We can see this sort of shape here, with the box 
also quite evident.

Marsch’s side do not try to force the issue however 
- if no obvious vertical passes are available, they 
are content to keep possession and move the ball 
around quickly to pull opponents out of position 
and therefore create space to pass forwards.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Harshal-Patel-1-1.png
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The ball is wide on the right for Salzburg here, 
and Camara is able to pass to Enock Mwepu 
on the flank here, but he also has several other 
passing options available to him.

Mwepu dribbles infield and passes to Mergim 
Berisha, who is in a lot of space.

Salzburg were able to draw six Atletico Madrid 
players over to that side of the pitch, which opens 
up the switch from Mwepu, who has received the 
ball back from Berisha, to the left-back Andreas 
Ulmer, who now has acres of space to bomb 
forward into.

Ulmer reaches the penalty area and sends a low 
cross towards Szoboszalai, who finishes it off.

This is a perfect example of Salzburg’s approach 
under Marsch - verticality, ball retention and 
switches of play. Another facet of his tenure can 
also be seen here - Salzburg usually crossed 
low and hard from wide positions for runners into 
the box to be able to get onto and hit first-time 
towards goal.

We have already seen how there are some 
positional rotations during the build-up for 
Salzburg, and this continues as they progress 
up the field as well, most notably with the two 
centre-forwards. One of the two forwards will drop 
off the backline, looking to receive possession 
between the lines, while the other will attempt to 
run in behind and stretch play, and also offer a 
potential forward passing option. This was the 
case even on occasions where Salzburg lined 
up with a lone striker - it would be the number 10 
who would drop off in those instances.

We can see this in action here - Patson Daka 
drops off, with Seikou Koita staying higher.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Harshal-Patel-5-1.png
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Another example here, this time, it is Berisha 
dropping off and playing a flick towards Koita.

This is a brilliant example of Salzburg’s shape as 
well as the various rotations. There is a player wide 
on each flank to stretch play, while the two central 
players are attempting to get into space between 
the lines, with two attackers ahead of them, of 
which one is slightly deeper to drag a defender 
out and create space in behind. Now, it gets really 
interesting when we see the players’ positioning. 
Both strikers, Daka and Berisha, have dropped off 
to play as the attacking midfielders, while Zlatko 
Junuzovic is the player on the left flank - he is 
nominally a central midfielder. Ulmer, the left-back, 
has moved infield instead. Brenden Aaronson, the 
left winger, is playing up front instead.

This example shows how there are clear roles in 
the Salzburg setup, with players expected to fulfil 
those roles based on their positions on the pitch. 
We can expect a similar level of fluidity and flexibility 
from RB Leipzig under Marsch, and as mentioned 
earlier, there are a number of players in the Leipzig 
squad who are comfortable playing in multiple 
positions, which will only make this process easier.

Finally, let us look at another aspect of Salzburg’s play 
under Marsch that allowed them to play in a quick 

and vertical fashion, and this is again something that 
we expect to see replicated quite easily by Leipzig.

Playing vertical football consistently means 
that you usually need to have players close to 
each other when the first vertical pass is made, 
to allow for quick combination play. Otherwise, 
the player receiving the ball will be isolated and 
possession will be lost quite easily. This example 
shows these principles in action, as when Mwepu 
passes the ball forward here, Berisha has Daka 
and Aaronson in close support.

This allows for a quick exchange of passes 
between the two players, with Aaronson peeling 
away to run in behind.

Berisha is then able to advance into the Sturm 
Graz half, with Junuzovic also advancing to offer 
a potential passing option out wide and making it 
a 4v4 for Salzburg.
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Marsch’s philosophy on the ball can be summed 
up in this manner - verticality, rotations to create 
space, and penetrations.

OUT OF POSSESSION
As excellent as RB Salzburg have been 

in possession, it is perhaps their out of 
possession approach that has been the most 
notable. This is generally true of the entire Red 
Bull network of clubs, as they prioritise regaining 
the ball immediately after losing it, with a high 
press and constant counter-pressing. Again, this 
is something that is therefore common between 
Salzburg and Leipzig, and will make Marsch’s 
adaptation quite smooth.

Ball orientation is the key tenet of this approach. 
Marsch’s sides tend to overload the ball-side 
with players to try and win it back, while we also 
saw this being used in possession to recycle 
possession before a vertical pass is made.

There are six Salzburg players here in the 
vicinity of the ball against just four Atletico Madrid 
players, and this makes it easy for the Austrian 
side to win the ball back here.

When Salzburg lose the ball, they tend to 
counter-press immediately and energetically. 
While multiple players will press the man in 
possession, others will stick tight to potential 
passing options with the aim of either getting 
ahead of them to intercept a pass, or preventing 
them from turning to play a pass forwards and 
forcing them wide or backwards.

Note how there are at least two Salzburg 
players immediately pressing the Atletico man 
in possession, while the centre-back steps up 
and stays tight to Luis Suarez to ensure that he 
cannot receive possession easily.

Salzburg’s tendency to press the ball possessor 
with multiple players also allows them to win the 
ball back even if the first player is bypassed.

Szoboszalai is first out to Koke here, who 
bypasses him with a turn inside…

...but finds Daka charging behind him, and ends 
up losing out, giving Salzburg the opportunity to 
attack into space.

We have mentioned how Salzburg press high - 
they do so in a very intelligent manner, cutting 
off passing options to win the ball back, with 
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this press being ball-oriented. This means that 
the positioning and movement of the Salzburg 
players is based on the ball, not the position of 
the opponents. It is also notable to hear Marsch 
talk about pressing as an attacking weapon - he 
has spoken of how he wants his teams to score 
a goal within 10 seconds of winning the ball 
back, and ball-orientation plays a role here as 
well, since Salzburg try to have multiple players 
around the ball, so that when it is won back, there 
are enough options to pass out and progress 
quickly towards goal.

Here is a pretty typical example of how a Marsch 
side would look at an opposition goal-kick.

Salzburg stay narrow, with the two ‘tens’ staying 
in the half-spaces to create numerical overloads 
in central areas and make it difficult for the 
opposition to play through them centrally. When 
the ball is played out to the left-sided centre-
back, Salzburg’s press is activated - the right-
sided striker leads the press, being near the 
ball, with the two central midfielders also moving 
across to maintain compactness, along with the 
‘ten’ on the far side. The ‘ten’ on the near side 
stays ready to sprint across and press the left-
back, with Salzburg baiting the opposition into 
playing the ball to him. They pay no attention to 
the players on the opposition’s right side, and 
this is what we mean by ball-oriented.

When the ball does get played to the left-back, 
the press intensifies. The striker presses the 
left-back from behind while also cutting off the 
return pass to the left-sided centre-back, with 
the ‘ten’ having come across as well to create a 
2v1 in this area. The left winger is being tracked 
closely by the Salzburg right-back to rule him 
out as a passing option as well, while the two 
central midfielders have also pushed up to cut 
off central passing options. The right-sided 
striker is blocking a switch to the goalkeeper or 
the other centre-back as well, and thus Salzburg 
will almost certainly end up winning the ball high 
up the pitch here, with players around the ball to 
play quickly and advance into the box.

Aggressive pressing and counter-pressing in a 
ball-oriented manner, with central compactness 
and overloads, is an accurate summary of 
Marsch’s approach off the ball.

SUITABILITY TO 
RB LEIPZIG

RB Leipzig’s squad are used to this approach, 
with Nagelsmann’s ideas being largely 

similar to Marsch’s, and so they should have 
no problems under their new manager. This 
also means that the profile of players available 
to him will be well-suited to play in this manner 
- in fact, Marsch has worked with a number of 
these players previously at Salzburg as well as 
at New York Red Bulls, and so they will be even 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Harshal-Patel-19-1.png
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more familiar with his needs and methods. While 
Leipzig have lost both their starting centre-backs 
in Dayot Upamecano (Bayern Munich) and 
Ibrahima Konate (Liverpool), they have already 
signed excellent replacements in Josko Gvardiol 
and Mohamed Simakan - both are comfortable 
on the ball and can play at full-back when needed 
as well, again emphasizing the flexibility that we 
spoke about earlier. In midfield, the likes of Tyler 
Adams, Marcel Sabitzer, Amadou Haidara and 
Konrad Laimer have all worked with Marsch, 
and have spent more than enough time at Red 
Bull clubs to fit into his system with no issues. 
Dominik Szobozsalai has only just moved to 
Leipzig from Salzburg in January of this year - 
Marsh was integral to the Hungarian’s progress, 
and will look to take him to the next level now. The 
likes of Dani Olmo and Christopher Nkunku offer 
excellent options in attacking midfield as well, 
and again are able to play in multiple positions 
and roles. Emil Forsberg will also play a big part, 
again having worked with Marsch in the 2018/19 
season. Up front, Alexander Sorloth could be a 
surprise beneficiary despite having had a difficult 
start to his Leipzig career, as Marsch has usually 
favoured one of his strikers to offer a more direct, 
physical presence. It is the same for Yussuf 
Poulsen as well, while another former Salzburg 
player who has worked with Marsch, Hwang Hee-
Chan, will be the quick runner in behind. It will be 
interesting to see if Leipzig add any attackers to 
their squad this summer - Patson Daka would 
have been the perfect fit, but the Zambian is set 
to join Leicester City rather than following his 
manager and various teammates on the well-
trodden path from Salzburg to Leipzig.

Overall, we believe that Marsch will be fit 
in perfectly at RB Leipzig - he has enough 
experience in the Red Bull ecosystem as well as 
with most of the current RB Leipzig squad, and 
fans can expect to see more of the direct, vertical 
attacking play that has characterized both him 
and his new club in the coming seasons.
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Luka Ivanusec is a versatile midfielder who 
made a name for himself in the 1.HNL in 

recent years with the 2020/21 campaign being a 
breakthrough season, as he shone for both club 
and country on the European stage. The 22-year-
old was part of the Croatia U-21 side for the U-21 
European Championship, and then also made it 
to the senior squad for EURO 2020 as well. While 
he made his debut for Croatia back in 2017, when 
he also became the youngest goalscorer for the 
national side, this marked a significant step up 
in his career, and has already led to his transfer 
value tripling, according to Transfermarkt.

This scout report will contain a tactical analysis 
of Ivanušec attributes and his playing style. 
Through the analysis, we will try to mention his 
strengths and weaknesses. 

PLAYER OVERVIEW
Luka Ivanušec is a 22-year-old attacking 

midfielder, and Transfermarkt values him at 
€13.5 million. Ivanušec is listed at 175 cm and he is 
predominantly right-footed. This season he played 
in multiple positions for Dinamo Zagreb and looked 
impressive no matter where he played. Ivanusec 
usually played as a winger on the left flank, although 
he was also used on the right as well as a central 
midfielder on occasion. When playing as a CM, he 
tends to drift to the left to combine with the winger 
and full-back to create overloads.
 

His statistical profile is a comparison with other 
U-23 wingers and midfielders from the top five 
European leagues who got at least 600 minutes 

on the pitch. This also includes any playing time 
in European competitions. While the 1.HNL is a 
lower-quality league than these competitions, 
this is still a decent starting point to understand 
his strengths, weaknesses and traits.

What this visual shows us based on data is 
that he is a player with good all-round ability, 
especially in the attacking phase. He averaged 2 
shots per 90 and 2.93 touches in the box per 90 
last season which led to him having a relatively 
high xG of 0.26 per 90. Ivanušec’s ability to 
create space to shoot in the penalty area is 
one of the biggest reasons for this. He is also 
excellent at ball progression through carrying 
the ball, having averaged 3.54 progressive runs 
per 90 and attempted 5.79 dribbles per 90 with a 
55.64% success rate last season. Through all of 
the passing metrics in the visual, we can see that 
he can create for his teammates as well which 
rounds off his attacking skill set quite well. 
After a quick overview of his profile and looking 
at his qualities from a data perspective, in the 
next sections we will have a detailed analysis of 
his playing style and his strengths.

ATTACKING PHASE - 
ON AND OFF THE BALL

In this section, we will see how Ivanušec looks 
when his team is in possession.

Ivanušec has a low centre of gravity, he is 
strong and shows good balance while running 
at full pace. In the previous frame, we can see 
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a situation where Ivanušec made a run with the 
ball from the touchline towards the central area 
of the pitch. He was surrounded by multiple 
opposition players, but his tight ball control and 
agility helped him to keep the ball. Even though 
he is directed towards the central area he made 
a quick change of direction to get on his right 
foot. Given the fact he is a very good dribbler, it is 
hard to predict his next move when he is running 
at defenders with pace.

The next example is about Ivanušec’s spacial 
awareness and the ability to play one-twos. 

We can see how Ivanušec makes a pass down 
the line and moves around the opponent making 
himself available to receive the ball instantly and 
progress further. He likes to have the ball at his 
feet, but he has the ability to recognise situations 
where he should play with fewer touches and it 
helps him get closer to the goal without too much 
time on the ball. This situation perfectly shows that 
when he receives the ball back from his teammate 
he will go directly at the opponents’ defence. 

Ivanušec shows good finishing skills and can 
score goals from inside the penalty area. What 
is impressive about him is that he can control the 
ball and keep composure in tight areas to create 

space to shoot on goal. In this frame, he faces 
pressure from behind and has two defenders 
in front of him who are trying to block his shot. 
Ivanušec manages to move defenders enough 
to create space between them which enables 
him to score a goal. It is very hard to dispossess 
him in those situations because of his agility and 
ball control, and defenders going in aggressively 
could end with a penalty since he can beat them 
in tight 1v1 situations.

In this situation, we can see Ivanušec’s movement 
off the ball to receive possession in the left half 
space. His smart off the ball movement to receive 
the ball in dangerous areas and turn quickly towards 
the goal is one of his biggest qualities. This is the 
area where he usually operates when playing as a 
central midfielder trying to make overloads on the 
left flank. We can see how he has a lot of space 
around him to receive the ball from the winger and 
turn towards the goal under no pressure.

TRANSITION 
When we talk about transitions Ivanušec is 

at a very high level in both offensive and 
defensive transitions. The first example in this 
section is about Ivanušec in offensive transitions.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ivanusec3.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ivanusec4.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ivanusec5.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ivanusec6.png
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Dinamo started a counter-attack on the left 
side with Mislav Oršić progressing with the ball 
towards the goal. Ivanušec reacted quickly to 
join the attack with a forward run and created 
an overload in the final third. His run spread 
the two defenders and because of his run, 
Oršić had more time and space on the ball. In 
the end, Oršić made a decision to pass the ball 
towards Ivanušec. He often makes these kinds 
of forward runs which makes him very useful 
in attacking transitions. Playing for Lokomotiva 
Zagreb before joining Dinamo helped him a lot 
to develop in counter-attacking football, since 
Lokomotiva were a very transition-based side.

In the next two images, we can see Ivanušec’s 
reactions in defensive transitions and his counter-
pressing.

In the first frame, we can see that Ivanušec is 
anticipating the pass from his teammate, but it 
ends with an unsuccessful dribbling attempt. In 
the second frame, we can see how he instantly 
accelerates to press the opponent in order to 
prevent him from progressing forward quickly. His 
ability to react quickly to a change of possession 
is something that every coach desires from his 
players. Looking at his reading of the game and 

quick reactions it is easy to conclude that he 
would not have a problem adjusting to the tempo 
in the top European leagues.

WEAKNESSES
It is very hard to find weaknesses in his game, 

but if we had to highlight areas to improve it 
is his aerial ability, along with his tendency to 
rush forward, which can leave the team a little 
vulnerable to counter-attacks at times. Of course, 
it is difficult for him to be competitive in the air with 
his small frame so we can label it as a weakness 
which will probably not be improved. What is 
meant when talking about his tendency to rush 
forward is that he tends to look for advanced 
and risky options and sometimes forces going 
forward when retaining possession with a safer 
pass would be better. His trait of progressing with 
the ball is his quality, but he should sometimes 
make a better judgement of when to go forward 
and when to pass laterally or backwards. 

CONCLUSION
This analysis gave us information on Ivanušec’s 

abilities and how valuable an asset he could 
be for top clubs given his versatility to play 
multiple positions at a very high level. His agility 
and mobility help him to react quickly in transitions 
which indicate that he can play in better leagues 
where the tempo is quicker. This breakthrough 
season is a good indicator of his work rate and 
determination to develop and reach his potential, 
and it will be interesting to see if and when he 
manages to get a move to a bigger league.
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DATA VIZ
LIGUE 1 2020/21:

 COMPARING THE XG AND XGA OF EVERY TEAM
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

Lille were crowned champions of France for the first time since 2011. Defending champions Paris 
Saint-Germain failed to win the league for the second time in the last five seasons. Monaco and 

Lyon finished third and fourth respectively.

The below visualisation shows the Expected Goals (xG and xGA) performance of all the 20 teams 
from Ligue 1. Note that the teams are arranged from bottom to top in alphabetical order.

First of all, the visual shows that Lille were the best defensive team in the league in terms of expected 
goals against (xGA) with the champions’ tally at 29.68 xGA. In fact, they conceded only 23 goals 
throughout the season. However, Lille were not big scorers, with an expected goals (xG) tally of 
51.2. Only nine other teams had a worse record than them for xG.

Paris Saint-Germain were the second best in the league for xG with their expected goals for the 
season at 82.12. Not just that, they were also the third-best team for xGA. Monaco, like PSG, were 
top three for xG and xGA.  Lyon finished the league in fourth place and also as the team with the 
best xG in the league and only five other teams had a better xGA record than Lyon.  
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The biggest surprise for xG comes in the form of 15th placed Strasbourg and 17th placed Brest. 
Both those teams had a better xG record than Lille, Nice, Marseille and Rennes. However, Brest’s 
defensive record was very poor as indicated by their xGA value. In fact, only three other teams had 
a worse xGA than Brest. No surprises when it comes to Nîmes and Dijon, relegated from Ligue 1, 
given their poor offensive and defensive record.

Some notable mentions include Rennes who were fourth best for xGA, Marseille who were fifth best 
for xGA, and both Lens and Montpellier who were fifth and sixth best respectively for xG.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ligue1_xg_xga-1.png
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